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Abstract

For program comprehension, developers often require complementary sources of information to understand a software system. They use information about the code structure (class diagrams), points-to field references, control flow (call graphs), and dataflow. Using static analysis to extract dataflow information from object-oriented code is challenging because the analysis must deal with language features such as inheritance, recursion, and aliasing. Existing analyses extract flat graphs that show a large number of objects and lack architectural abstraction. Furthermore, some existing analyses suffer from imprecision. An adoptable analysis should aim for a judicious tradeoff between precision and scalability.

In order to extract information that conveys design intent, we rely on annotations in the code. The annotations implement the Ownership Domains type system, by Aldrich and Chambers. An ownership domain is a conceptual group of objects where each object belongs to one domain that does not change at runtime. The developer annotates each object reference in the program with the domain that owns it.

In this thesis, we leverage the ownership domain annotations that are present in a program and propose a static analysis to extract a hierarchical object graph that shows objects and edges that convey dataflow information. We informally describe the analysis on a Listener example, formalize it using constraint-based inference rules and conjecture that the analysis is sound. We implement the analysis and evaluate it on real object-oriented code to evaluate its precision in practice. We confirm that the analysis extracts precise dataflow information. The extracted graphs make certain dataflows in the program visually obvious. Such diagrams could be potentially useful for developers performing code modification tasks. We also compare the analysis with another analysis that extracts flat object graphs and we show that our analysis is more precise.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Software maintenance accounts for 50% to 90% of the costs over the lifestyle of a software system. And program comprehension is a major activity during software maintenance, absorbing around half of the maintenance costs [10]. In order to support program comprehension, software researchers have produced many tools to visualize the structure of a system. The prevalent thinking is that diagrams help with program comprehension. For example, a high-level diagram can help a developer locate where to implement a change. Similarly, a visual inspection of the dependencies among entities may hint at the magnitude of the ripple effects of implementing a change [45].

One common design diagram for object-oriented code is the class diagram. A class diagram shows the type structure of the program. Class diagrams are widely adopted and well supported by tools [26]. Although class diagrams are useful, they do not explain the object structure of a program. For that purpose, we need an additional diagram, the object diagram.

In an object diagram or an object graph, the nodes represent objects, i.e., instances of the classes in a class diagram, and the edges correspond to various kinds of relations between objects. An object diagram makes explicit the structure of the objects instantiated by the program and their relations, facts that are only implicit in a class diagram. While in the class diagram a single node represents a class and summarizes the properties of all of its instances, an object diagram represents different instances as distinct nodes, with their own properties [45].

In object-oriented design patterns, much of the functionality is determined by what instances point to what other instances. For instance, in the Observer design pattern [19], understanding “what” gets notified during a change notification is crucial for the operation of the system, but
“what” does not usually mean a class, “what” means a particular instance. Furthermore, a class diagram often shows several classes depending on a single container class such as `ArrayList`. However, different instantiations of an `ArrayList` often correspond to different elements in the design. Hence, we need an instance-based view to complement a class diagram. For example, in the Design Patterns book [19], Gamma et al. used both class and object diagrams to explain several structural design patterns such as Proxy, Mediator and Composite.

Historically, object diagrams have had less mature tool support and less widespread use than class diagrams. Until recently, few tools extracted object diagrams, and the ones that did so extracted flat object graphs [25, 48], which do not scale to an entire program. Abi-Antoun and Aldrich had recently proposed the SCHOLIA approach to extract hierarchical object graphs from an object-oriented code [4, 2]. But, the SCHOLIA object graph showed only one kind of relation between objects, namely points-to edges due to field references.

For program comprehension, developers often require many sources of information such call graphs [28, 17], points-to graphs [33] or shape graphs [40], among others. For example, call graphs are widely used to enable developers to understand call interactions between different parts of the code [28]. However, most call graph tools do not track objects, to avoid an exponential blowup in the number of call paths to display.

In this thesis, we follow the same strategy as SCHOLIA to extract hierarchical object graphs. However, our object graphs have a different kind of edge, namely dataflow edges, which we define to be usage edges which show the flow of objects in the program. Going back to the above example of the Observer pattern, we would be able to see not just “what” gets notified, but also “what kind” of notification is sent from the publisher of the notification to its subscribers.

### 1.1 Background on Scholia

In this section, we summarize SCHOLIA [4, 2], on which we base our analysis. We then discuss the differences between our static analysis and SCHOLIA.

SCHOLIA is the state of the art in the static extraction of sound, hierarchical runtime architectures. SCHOLIA statically extracts a hierarchical object graph from an object-oriented code with Ownership Domain (OD) annotations [8]. According to OD (See Section 2.3), an ownership domain
is a conceptual group of objects. Developers use annotations to specify to which domain an object belongs by annotating the object’s references with the name of its owner domain. All references of an object across the code must have the same annotation that refers to the domain containing that object. Developers use a typechecker to check and validate that the annotations are consistent with each other and with the code.

The object graph Scholia extracts is hierarchical in that it collapses low-level objects underneath more architecturally-relevant objects. To achieve this hierarchy, Scholia uses ownership domain annotations [8] in the code. However, Scholia’s static analysis extracts only points-to edges on the object graph. While points-to edges are useful, developers need to obtain different types of relations between objects on the object graph such as dataflow relations [15]. Therefore, we propose a static analysis to extract a hierarchical object graph showing dataflow edges.

1.2 Requirements

We selected the following two quality attributes for our analysis, soundness and precision.

1.2.1 Soundness

Soundness in the context of our analysis consists of object soundness and edge soundness. Object soundness means that each runtime object must have exactly one representative object in the object graph. Edge soundness means that if there is a dataflow between two objects at runtime, then our analysis would show a corresponding edge between the representatives of these objects in the extracted object graph.

1.2.2 Precision

Our analysis should be precise and raise few false positives (i.e. showing dataflow edges that could never exist at runtime). One major problem with attempting to achieve precision and soundness simultaneously is that it is often almost impossible to maintain precision while achieving soundness. A sound static analysis often runs the risk of generating overly conservative approximations. For example, extracting a graph with one node or showing a fully connected graph would be sound, but not useful. Our aim is to increase precision while maintaining soundness.
1.3 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are the following:

- A static analysis to extract a hierarchical object graph with dataflow edges from object-oriented programs with ownership domain annotations.
- A worked example of the static analysis, illustrating interesting cases.
- A formalization of the static analysis using constraint-based inference rules.
- An evaluation of the static analysis on realistic object-oriented code to evaluate its precision in practice.

1.4 Thesis Statement

The thesis statement is:

A static analysis can extract sound and precise dataflow edges from an object-oriented program with ownership domain annotations.

We create three hypothesis subordinate to the main thesis statement. Since each hypothesis is smaller that the main thesis, each can be directly supported by evidence.

H1: A static analysis can extract a sound hierarchical object graph with dataflow edges from an object-oriented program with ownership domain annotations.

Success criteria. The success criteria to objectively measure or falsify this hypothesis include the following:

1. The analysis extracts dataflow edges that are consistent with dataflow-based communication occurring in the program as determined by a code inspection.

Evidence. We support this hypothesis with the following evidence:

1. A formal definition of the analysis using constraint-based inference rules.

2. A formal proof of soundness (outside the scope of this thesis).
3. An implementation of the analysis and an evaluation on realistic object-oriented code showing that extracted object graph make visually obvious all of the dataflow communication in a program.

H2: A static analysis can extract precise dataflow edges from an object-oriented program with ownership domain annotations.

**Success criteria.** The success criteria to objectively measure or falsify this hypothesis include the following:

1. The analysis extracts dataflow edges that are true positives.

**Evidence.** We support this hypothesis with the following evidence:

1. An implementation of the analysis and an evaluation on realistic object-oriented code showing that extracted object graph does not have a large number of edges that do not correspond to real dataflow communication occurring in the program.

2. The extracted object graphs are not conservative over-approximations.

1.5 Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 describes our analysis informally. Chapter 3 formalizes our analysis. Chapter 4 presents an evaluation of our analysis on four realistic Java examples. Chapter 5 reviews related work. We conclude the thesis with a discussion (Chapter 6).
Chapter 2

Object Graph Extraction

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we informally describe our algorithm to extract hierarchical object graphs with dataflow edges. We follow SCHOLIA [4] in the way it extracts an object graph from a program annotated with ownership domain types. However, our algorithm produces different kind of edges to connect the extracted runtime objects on the object graph. While SCHOLIA uses points-to edges for this purpose, our algorithm connects graph objects using dataflow edges. Some applications require dataflow edges in addition to or instead of points-to edges that correspond to field reference relations. Dataflow edges indicate when some reference may propagate from one object to another.

In Section 2.2, we explain the dataflow algorithm our analysis uses and the dataflow edges it extracts. In Section 2.3, we briefly review the ownership domain annotations our analysis uses and the underlying type system. Section 2.4 presents our static analysis and explains the analysis on a realistic Java example. We discuss some advanced features (Section 2.5) and conclude this chapter with a discussion (Section 2.6).

2.2 Dataflow Definition

In this section, we explain the dataflow definition we use in our analysis.

*Dataflow with annotations.* The object aliasing policy given to us by using ownership domain annotations increases the precision of our extracted dataflow edges on the object graph. According
to ownership domains, two objects that are in two different domains may not alias; so the analysis
can keep them separate and consequently keep separate dataflow edges associated with them.
Another analysis which does not assume the presence of ownership annotations is going to have to
do additional analysis to separate these objects by some sort of inference. Failure to separate these
objects leads to imprecision on the extracted dataflow edges.

Export and Import dataflow edges. Our analysis follows the state-of-art definition of dataflow.
It shows dataflows between objects when object references are propagated from one object to an-
other in the program. We identify two different kinds of dataflow scenarios and two kinds of
dataflow edges that correspond to these scenarios (Fig. 2.1). The definition of export and import
edges are adapted from Spiegel’s Pangaea system [41].

In the object graph, export and import edges illustrate the scenarios of object references being
propagated due to method invocations or field accesses\(^1\).

Export edge definition An export scenario means that object \(a\) owns a reference to object
\(c\) and passes it to object \(b\). In the object graph, our analysis adds an export edge from \(a\) to \(b\),
annotated by the type of \(c\), \(C\) if:

1. Object \(a\) invokes one of \(b\)’s methods and passes \(c\) as one of the invoked method’s arguments.
\(^1\)Array access may also result in dataflow edges. We omit this from our discussion, but we handle array access in
the implementation.
import edge definition An import scenario means that object \( a \) owns a reference to object \( b \) in which it receives a reference to object \( c \). In the object graph, our analysis adds an import edge from \( b \) to \( a \), annotated with the type of \( c \), \( C \) if:

1. Object \( a \) calls one of \( b \)'s methods and receives a reference of object \( c \) that object \( a \) may not previously know about.

2. Object \( a \) reads one of object \( b \)'s fields, and this field is object \( c \).

We further illustrate these dataflow scenarios with a code example (Fig. 2.2). The invocation of the method \( mb \) on the receiver object (i.e., \( recv \)) \( oB \) and context object (i.e., \( O_{this} \)) \( oA \) causes \( oA \) to export object \( oD \) to object \( oB \). Edge \( E_1 \) represents this dataflow (Fig 2.3). Object \( oB \) further exports \( oD \) to its final destination object \( oC \) by calling the method \( mc \) on \( oC \) (Edge \( E_2 \)). The same call of \( mc \) then returns back \( oD \) to \( oB \) (Edge \( E_3 \)). This code illustrates the different scenarios of objects export and import. Figure 2.3 illustrates the results of the three dataflow scenarios.

Special Cases We are confident that our algorithm captures many important dataflow edges on our extracted object graph. However, there are some cases concerning library classes such as containers that we handle differently. Container classes such as List, Vector, Set, and others provide their clients with public methods to insert and extract objects in and out of them. A
Figure 2.3: Dataflow edges.

container insertion or lookup operation is responsible for a dataflow edge between the container object and its element objects. In the case of insertion, we encounter a dataflow edge from the object passed to the container’s insert method (e.g. add, put, etc.) to the container object itself. When the container’s extract method is used to retrieve an object that was previously inserted into the container, we encounter a dataflow edge from the container object to the object retrieved. These edges are hard to capture because they reflect the natural usage of these containers and not the way these containers’ methods and fields are being invoked. For example, according to the definition of import and export edges, the invocation of the method \texttt{add} on an \texttt{ArrayList} collection object \texttt{l}, \texttt{l.add(o)} does not result in any import or export edges between object \texttt{l} and object \texttt{o}.\textsuperscript{2}

In order to handle these cases, we introduced the following special annotation:

\[
@\texttt{Dataflow}({"o \mapsto \texttt{recv}"})
\]

The above annotation tells our analysis to capture dataflow edges associated with the container. This annotation is lightweight and needs only to be assigned once on the container’s method declaration. The annotation has only one parameter which identifies the dataflow edge to be added to the object graph. This annotation is similar to virtual dataflows or function summaries [3]. Notice that object \texttt{o} in the above annotation may have different meaning depending on the context in which the container’s method is invoked (See Figures 2.13, 2.14 in Sec. 2.4).

\textsuperscript{2}we assume that all the container’s elements are ending up getting merged in one object in one domain.
2.3 Ownership Domain Annotations

Our static analysis assumes that the program to be analyzed has ownership domain annotations. These annotations must be added manually to the program before the analysis can begin. In this section, we review the annotations and explain why we chose the ownership domains type system and not some other ownership type system. For a more thorough discussion of Ownership Domains, please refer to Aldrich and Chambers [8].

**Ownership domain.** An ownership domain is a conceptual group of objects that may alias. In ownership domains, an object is owned by exactly one domain, and one object can have several domains to own its substructure. Developers use annotations to specify to which domain an object belongs by annotating the object’s reference with the name of its owner domain. All references of an object across the code must have the same annotation that refers to the domain containing that object. It is the type system responsibility using its typechecker to check and validate these annotations.

**Annotation syntax.** In this thesis, we use the same annotation syntax as the one used in Aldrich and Chambers [8]. Each object reference is annotated with a list of domain parameters, where the first parameter indicates the owning domain (Fig. 2.4). The concrete syntax used in the implementation is different (Fig. 2.5) but tends to be more verbose [2].

**Declaring a domain.** In OD, a domain is declared at the class level. A developer can declare for one class several domains to convey architectural intent and to group the class’s internal objects. A domain can be either private or public to govern different objects access policies. We follow the convention of using capital letters for domain names to distinguish them from other program identifiers which usually do not use capital letter names.

**Private domains.** A private domain provides strict encapsulation i.e., objects in a private domain are strongly encapsulated inside the object which owns that private domain. For example, the listeners object in the private domain OWNED is encapsulated inside class BaseChart (Fig. 2.4). A programmer cannot declare a public method that returns the list listeners in the private domain.
abstract class Listener<OWNER> { }
class List<OWNER, T<ELTS>> { 
    public add(T<ELTS> l) { }
}
class Msg<OWNER> { }
class MsgMtoV<OWNER> extends Msg<OWNER> { }
class MsgVtoM<OWNER> extends Msg<OWNER> { }
class BaseChart<OWNER, M> extends Listener<OWNER> { 
    // M is a domain parameter bounds to the domain DOCUMENT in class Main
    private domain OWNED; // Declare private domain OWNED
    public domain DATA;
    // The first OWNED annotation is for the list object
    // List has domain parameter ELTS for its elements
    // Annotation M is bound to List’s ELTS for the list elements
    List<OWNED, Listener<M>> listeners = new List<OWNED, Listener<M>>();

    // A public method CANNOT return a reference to listeners in private domain
    // public List<OWNED, Listener> getListeners() { return listeners; }
    public addListener(Listener<M> l) { listeners.add(l); }
    public notifyObservers() { }
}
class BarChart<V, M> extends BaseChart<V, M> { }
class PieChart<V, M> extends BaseChart<V, M> { }
class Model<D, V> extends Listener<D> { 
    private domain OWNED;
    public domain DATA;
    // listeners object is encapsulated
    // Annotation V (i.e., VIEW) is bound to the
    // List’s ELTS for the list elements
    List<OWNED, Listener<V>> listeners = new List<Listener<V>>();

    public addListener(Listener<V> l) { 
        listeners.add(l);
    }
    public notifyObservers() { 
        MsgMtoV<DATA> mTOv = new MsgMtoV<DATA>();
        Listener<V> l = listeners.value;
        l.update(mTOv);
    }
}
class Main<OWNER> { 
    public domain DOCUMENT, VIEW;
    Model<DOCUMENT, VIEW> model = new Model<DOCUMENT, VIEW>();
    BarChart<VIEW, DOCUMENT> barChart = new BarChart<VIEW, DOCUMENT>();
    PieChart<VIEW, DOCUMENT> pieChart = new PieChart<VIEW, DOCUMENT>();

    public void run() { 
        model.addListener(barChart);
        model.addListener(pieChart);
        barChart.addListener(model);
        pieChart.addListener(model);
        model.notifyObservers();
        barChart.notifyObservers();
        pieChart.notifyObservers();
    }
}

Figure 2.4: Listeners: code with ownership domain annotations.
OWNED. Using a private domain is stronger than using the Java visibility modifier private which provides only a name-based protection and does not provide strict encapsulation. So, if we were to uncomment the method `getListeners` which returns a reference to the list `listeners` (Lines 17-18 in Fig. 2.4), the typechecker will produce a warning.

Public domains. A public domain provides logical containment. The right to access an object implies the right to access its public domains and the objects inside them. For example, inside the class `BaseChart`, we could have declared a public domain and put the object `listeners` inside it. Then, any object that has access to either `barChart` or `pieChart` objects, which are subclass objects of class `BaseChart`, will also have access to their `listeners` objects. Additionally, if we were to uncomment the method `getListeners` (Lines 17-18 in Fig. 2.4), the typechecker will not produce a warning.

Our analysis distinguishes between the `listeners` object inside `barChart` from that inside `pieChart`, and as a result, shows them as two distinct objects in the object graph. See Section 2.4. In our approach, we selected ownership domains because it allows developers to express their design intent in code. Several other type systems [14, 13, 12] support representing ownership of objects in code. However, unlike ownership domains, they assume a single domain per object. Ownership domains allow multiple domains per object. Also, the ownership domains type system is more expressive than other ownership type systems because it supports both strict encapsulation and logical containment.

Top-level domains. Similarly to SCHOLIA [4], our analysis assumes that the program operates by creating a main object. The class of the main object declares no domain parameter. We refer to domains declared by this class as top-level domains.
Domain parameters. Domain parameters propagate ownership information of objects outside the current encapsulation. They allow objects to share state. For example, the class BarChart (Fig. 2.4) needs to access objects in the DOCUMENT domain declared in the class Main. To do so, class BarChart declares the domain parameter M. When class Main instantiates the object barChart, it binds the domain DOCUMENT to the domain parameter M in class BarChart. As a result, instances of the class BarChart can access objects of type Listener i.e., model, inside the domain DOCUMENT (line 15).

Domain parameters are inherited. For example, each of BarChart and PieChart, which are subclasses of BaseChart, binds its domain parameter M to the domain parameter M, inherited from BaseChart.

2.4 OGraph Extraction

Our static analysis extracts an object graph (OGraph) that approximates any possible runtime object graph due to different program executions. An OGraph has two types of nodes, OObjects and ODomains. OObjects correspond to runtime objects, and ODomains correspond to runtime domains. The analysis subsequently extracts and adds dataflow edges (OEdges) between runtime objects. The datatype declarations are in Fig. 2.6. An OGraph may have cycles\(^3\).

\(^3\)Our analysis handles recursive types which produce cycles on the OGraph (Sec. 2.5)
Graphical notation. Our analysis extracts Dataflow Ownership Object Graph (DiOOG), we graphically distinguish between objects and domains by using a yellow-filled rectangle-shape to represent an object and a white-filled rectangle-shape to represent a domain. We further distinguish between public and private domains using a thin dashed border for a public domain and a bold dashed border for a private domain. A thick and red arrow represents a dataflow edge. In all cases, we label each rectangle with the name of the object or domain that corresponds to it (Fig. 2.7).

Aliasing strategy. The analysis does not require an alias analysis and relies instead on ownership domain annotations to control object aliasing. In our analysis, an OObject type is a pair of its class and list of domain parameters (Fig. 2.6). The analysis distinguishes between objects in different domains and merges objects of compatible types if they are in the same domain. This means that objects in different domains cannot alias, whereas objects in the same domain may alias.

2.4.1 Abstract interpretation

The static analysis abstractly interprets the program statements and produces OObjects, ODomains, and OEdges. We illustrate the analysis in a small example, Listeners (Fig. 2.4). We use the following notation to fully qualify objects and domains. This notation is based on Abi-Antoun’s dissertation [2].

Notation. We use the following notation in the abstract interpretation:
```java
OObject(main, Main<SHARED>) (00) 1
Main<SHARED> main = new Main();
analyze(main, [Main::OWNER -> SHARED])
recv => main, Othis => main 2
class Main<OWNER> {
  public domain DOCUMENT, VIEW;
  ODomain(main.DOCUMENT, Main::DOCUMENT) (D1) 3
  ODomain(main.VIEW, Main::VIEW) (D2) 4
}

OObject(main.VIEW.barChart, BarChart<main.VIEW, main.DOCUMENT>) (01) 5
BarChart <VIEW, DOCUMENT> barChart = new BarChart...();
analyze(barChart, [BarChart::M => main.DOCUMENT, BarChart::OWNER => main.VIEW],
recv => main.VIEW.barChart, Othis => main) 6

OObject(main.VIEW.pieChart, PieChart<main.VIEW, main.DOCUMENT>) (02) 13
PieChart <VIEW, DOCUMENT> pieChart = new PieChart...();
analyze(pieChart, [PieChart::M => main.DOCUMENT, PieChart::OWNER => main.VIEW],
recv => main.VIEW.pieChart, Othis => main) 14
// The analysis is similar to barChart, omitted for brevity

OObject(main.DOCUMENT.model, Model<main.DOCUMENT, main.VIEW>) (03) 15
Model <DOCUMENT, VIEW> model = new Model...();
analyze(model, [Model::V => main.VIEW, Model::OWNER => main.DOCUMENT],
recv => main.DOCUMENT.model, Othis => main) 16
...}
```

Figure 2.8: Abstractly interpreting the program, starting with the root class `Main`. 
1. $obj.DOM$ refers to either a public or a private domain $DOM$ inside object $obj$, e.g., $main.DOCUMENT$. It effectively treats a domain as a field of an object;

2. $obj1.DOM.obj2$ refers to the object $obj2$ inside the domain $DOM$, e.g., $main.DOCUMENT.model$;

3. $obj...DOM$ refers to a public domain. The ownership domain type system allows path-dependent annotations that are of the form $obj1.obj2...DOM$, where $obj1$, $obj2$, ..., are chains of final fields or variables, and $DOM$ is a public domain declared on the type of the last object in the path;

4. $C::d$ refers to a domain $d$ qualified by the class $C$ that declares it.

### 2.4.2 Listeners Example

We illustrate our analysis on a Listeners system. The class diagram is in Fig. 2.9. The system consists of one $Model$ class and two chart classes, class $BarChart$ and $PieChart$, both extend class $BaseChart$. The Listeners system implements the Observer design pattern [19] where both
BaseChart and Model classes extend class Listener. An object of type Model (i.e., the subject) may register objects of type BaseChart (i.e., the observers), and vice versa.

In the following discussion, we numbered the steps of the analysis on the right hand side of the program statements. The elements highlighted in rectangles represent analysis elements and they are not part of the program code. Our analysis starts with the user selecting a root type, in this case, the Main class (Fig 2.8). First, the analysis creates OObject (00) for the root object allocation, main. Then, it analyzes class Main in the context of OObject (00) (Fig 2.8).

Before the analysis analyzes class Main, it binds all formal domain parameters, if any, to their corresponding ODomains in the OGraph. In this case, the analysis binds the special owner domain parameter MAIN::OWNER on class Main to the global domain SHARED. The analysis keeps track of two important pieces of information which are the recv OObject and the context OObject Othis. These two OObjects are important because they help the analysis identify the type of dataflow edges to add to OGraph (Sec 2.2).

The analysis continues inside class Main and finds that the first statement is a domain declaration. The analysis processes this statement by creating two ODomains (D1) and (D2) that correspond to domains DOCUMENT and VIEW, respectively. The analysis then encounters an object allocation statement for object barChart inside domain VIEW. It creates OObject barChart (O1) and then proceeds to analyze class BarChart in the context of the OObject barChart. Here, the analysis binds the formal domain parameter BarChart::M to the ODomain main.DOCUMENT in class Main, and binds the special domain parameter BarChart::OWNER to the ODomain main.VIEW in class Main, which is the owning domain of barChart.

The analysis analyzes the class BarChart and its superclass BaseChart in the context of the OObject barChart (Fig. 2.10). Since class BarChart is empty, the analysis proceeds into the superclass BaseChart. Inside BaseChart, the analysis encounters two domain declarations OWNED and DATA. As a result, it creates the two ODomains (D3) and (D4). Then, the analysis creates OObject main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED.listeners (O4) inside barChart’s OWNED domain for List<Listener>.

While analyzing the class List<Listener> in the context of the receiver (i.e., recv) OObject listeners and Othis barChart, the analysis encounters only one domain declaration statement. Therefore, it creates the ODomain main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED (D5), then returns back to the
BarChart

recv → main.VIEW.barChart

O

this → main

class BarChart<OWNER, M> extends BaseChart<OWNER, M> {  
    analyze(barChart, [BaseChart::M ↦ main.DOCUMENT, BaseChart::OWNER ↦ main.VIEW],  
        recv → main.VIEW.barChart, Othis → main)  

    public void update(Msg<LENT> msg) {...}
}

recv → main.VIEW.barChart

O

this → main

class BaseChart<OWNER, M> extends Listener<OWNER> {  
    private domain OWNED;  
    ODomain(main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED, BaseChart::OWNED) (D3)  
    public domain DATA;  
    ODomain(main.VIEW.barChart.DATA, BaseChart::DATA) (D4)  

    OObject(main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED.listeners,  
        List<main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED, Listener<M>) (D4)  
    List<OWNED, Listener<M>> listeners = new List...();  

    analyze(listeners,  
        [List::ELTS ↦ main.DOCUMENT, List::OWNER ↦ main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED],  
        recv → main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED.listeners, Othis → main.VIEW.barChart)  

}

recv → main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED.listeners

O

this → main.VIEW.barChart

class List<OWNER, T<ELTS>> {  
    private domain OWNED;  
    ODomain(main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED.listeners.OWNED, List::OWNED) (D5)  
    T<ELTS> value;  
    ...
}

Figure 2.10: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): BarChart, BaseChart and List.
class Model<OWNER, V> extends Listener<OWNER> {
    private domain OWNED;
    ODomain(main.DOCUMENT.model.OWNED, Model::OWNED) (D9) 17
    public domain DATA;
    ODomain(main.DOCUMENT.model.DATA, Model::DATA) (D10) 18
    OObject(main.DOCUMENT.model.OWNED.listeners,
            List<main.DOCUMENT.model.OWNED, Listener<V>>) (D6) 19
    List<OWNED, Listener<V>> listeners = new List...();
    analyze(listeners,
            [List::ELTS ↦ main.VIEW, List::OWNER ↦ main.DOCUMENT.model.OWNED],
            recv ↦ main.DOCUMENT.model.OWNED.listeners, Othis ↦ main.DOCUMENT.model) 20
}

class List<OWNER, T<ELTS>> {
    private domain OWNED;
    ODomain(main.DOCUMENT.model.OWNED, Model::OWNED) (D11) 21
    T<ELTS> value;
    ...
}

Figure 2.11: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Model and List.

Main class to continue analyzing the rest of the program statements.

The analysis of class PieChart, its superclass BaseChart, and its List is similar to that of BarChart, so we omitted it for brevity. The resulting OObjects and ODomains from the analysis are shown in Fig. 2.12.

In reference to class Main (Fig. 2.8), the analysis encounters an object allocation statement for object Model inside domain DOCUMENT. Therefore, it creates OObject model (O3) and then proceeds to analyze class Model in the context of OObject model (Fig. 2.11). While analyzing the class Model, the analysis creates two ODomains (D9) and (D10) corresponding to the declared domains OWNED and DATA in class Model, respectively (Fig. 2.12). Then it creates OObject listeners (O6) and analyzes the class List<Listener> in the context of the OObject main.DOCUMENT.model.OWNED.
In Fig. 2.13, the analysis encounters the first method invocation statement in the program, namely the `run` method. The user can select this root method when selecting the root class. However, for simplicity, we can select the `run` method by default. Later, when processing this `run` method or any other method, the analysis tracks the method’s receiver and context OObjects. In this case, both `recv` and `O_this` correspond to OObject `main`.

In Fig. 2.13, inside the `run` method, the analysis encounters the first method invocation statement `model.addListener(barChart)`. It analyzes this method invocation in the context of `O_this OObject main` and the receiver `OObject main.DOCUMENT.model`. According to our dataflow rules (Sec. 2.2), this method invocation introduces an export dataflow edge `OEdge (E1)` from `OObject main` to `OObject model` because `OObject main` exports `OObject barChart` to `OObject model` as a
method argument.

Inside the method `addListener` in class `Model` (Fig. 2.14), the method invocation `listeners.add(l)` introduces another dataflow edge from the context `OObject model` to the method receiver `OObject main.DOCUMENT.model.OWNED.listeners`.

While analyzing method `listeners.add(l)` on the collection class `List`, the analysis looks if there is a method declaration dataflow annotation `@DataFlow` on the method `add`. Indeed, the analysis finds one, namely `@Dataflow({"value \mapsto recv"})` that introduces dataflow edges between `OObjects`, which correspond to the `add` method argument `value`, and the receiver `OObject main.DOCUMENT.model.OWNED.listeners`. As a result, the analysis looks up any `OObjects` of type `Listener` in the domain `main.VIEW`. It finds two such `OObjects`, namely `barChart` and `pieChart`. It then adds an `OEdge` from the `OObject barChart` to `listeners`, and another `OEdge` from `pieChart` to `listeners`.

Similarly, the analysis processes the method invocation statement `model.addListener(pieChart)` and completes steps similar to those performed when analyzing `model.addListener(barChart)`. We omit them for brevity.

The analysis then encounters the method invocation `barChart.addListener(model)`. It analyzes this method in the context of `OObject main` and the receiver `OObject main.VIEW.barChart`. According to our dataflow rules (Sec. 2.2), this method invocation introduces a dataflow edge `OEdge (E5)` from `OObject main` to `OObject barChart` due to the export of a method argument.

The analysis processes the method invocation `listeners.add(l)` in class `BaseChart` in a similar way to the analysis performed for the method invocation `listeners.add(l)` in class `Model` (Fig. 2.15). However, when the analysis looks up `OObjects` of type `Listener` in the domain `main.DOCUMENT`, it finds only one `OObject`, namely `model`. As a result, it adds an `OEdge` from the `OObject model` to the `OObject main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED.listeners`.

In Fig. 2.16, the analysis processes the method invocation `model.notifyObservers()`. When it locates the object allocation statement for object `mTOv`, it creates the `OObject mTOv (O7)` and analyzes the class `MsgMtoV`. However, this class has no statements to analyze, so the analysis proceeds to the next method invocation statement in the method body which is `l.update(mTOv)`. This method invocation produces an export dataflow edge `OEdge` from the context `OObject model` to `OObjects` that have the same type as the receiver variable `l` (i.e., `Listener<main.VIEW>`). The
main.run();

public class Main<OWNER> {
    ...
    public void run() {
        model.addListener(barChart);
        analyze(model.addListener(barChart), [Model::V ↦→ main.VIEW, Model::OWNER ↦→ main.DOCUMENT],
               recv ↦→ main.DOCUMENT.model, Othis ↦→ main) 23
        OEdge(main, main.DOCUMENT.model) (E1) 24
        // continue to Fig 2.14

        model.addListener(pieChart);
        // The analysis is similar to model.addListener(barChart)
        // Omitted for brevity

        barChart.addListener(model);
        analyze(barChart.addListener(model), [BaseChart::M ↦→ main.DOCUMENT,
                                              Model::OWNER ↦→ main.VIEW], recv ↦→ main.VIEW.barChart, Othis ↦→ main) 29
        OEdge(main, main.VIEW.barChart) (E5) 30
        // continue to Fig 2.15

        pieChart.addListener(model);
        // The analysis is similar to barChart.addListener(model)
        // Omitted for brevity
        OEdge(main, main.VIEW.pieChart) (E8) 35

        model.notifyObservers();
        analyze(model.notifyObservers(), [Model::V ↦→ main.VIEW, Model::OWNER ↦→ main.DOCUMENT],
               recv ↦→ main.DOCUMENT.model, Othis ↦→ main) 36
        // continue to Fig 2.16

        barChart.notifyObservers();
        analyze(barChart.notifyObservers(), [BaseChart::M ↦→ main.DOCUMENT, Model::OWNER ↦→ main.VIEW],
               recv ↦→ main.VIEW.barChart, Othis ↦→ main) 41
        // continue to Fig 2.17

        pieChart.notifyObservers();
        // The analysis is similar to barChart.notifyObservers()
        // Omitted for brevity
    }
}

Figure 2.13: Abstractly interpreting the program, class Main.
Figure 2.14: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Model addListener method.
```java
[BarChart::M ↦→ main.DOCUMENT, BarChart::OWNER ↦→ main.VIEW]
recv ↦→ main.VIEW.barChart
Othis ↦→ main

class BarChart<OWNER, M> extends BaseChart<OWNER, M> {
    analyze(barChart, [BaseChart::M ↦→ main.DOCUMENT, BaseChart::OWNER ↦→ main.VIEW],
    recv ↦→ main.VIEW.barChart, Othis ↦→ main) 31

    public void update(Msg<LENT> msg) {...} 29
}

[BaseChart::M ↦→ main.DOCUMENT, BaseChart::OWNER ↦→ main.VIEW]
recv ↦→ main.VIEW.barChart
Othis ↦→ main

class BaseChart<OWNER, M> extends Listener<OWNER> {
    ...
    public void addListener(Listener<M> l) {
        listeners.add(l);
        analyze(listeners.add(l), [List::ELTS ↦→ main.DOCUMENT],
        recv ↦→ main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED.listeners, Othis ↦→ main.VIEW.barChart)) 32
        OEdge(main.VIEW.barChart, main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED.listeners) (E6) 33
    }
}

[List::ELTS ↦→ main.DOCUMENT, List::OWNER ↦→ main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED]
recv ↦→ main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED.listeners
Othis ↦→ main.VIEW.barChart
T = Listener
class List<OWNER, T<ELTS>> {
    ...
    @Dataflow(value ↦→ recv)
    public void add(T<ELTS> value) {...}
    OObject(main.DOCUMENT.model, Model<main.DOCUMENT, main.VIEW>) ∈
    lookup(Listener<main.DOCUMENT>)
    OEdge(main.DOCUMENT.model, main.VIEW.barChart.OWNED.listeners) (E7) 34
    ...
}
```

Figure 2.15: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): BaseChart addListener method.
class Model<OWNER, V> extends Listener<OWNER> {
    ...
    public void notifyObservers() {
        OObject(main.DOCUMENT.model.DATA.mTOv, 07)
        MsgMtoV<Data> mTOv = new MsgMtoV();
        analyze(mTOv, [MsgMtoV::OWNER↦→main.DOCUMENT.model.DATA], 37
        recv↦→main.DOCUMENT.model.mTOv, Othis↦→main.DOCUMENT.model)
        Listener<V> l = listeners.value;
        l.update(mTOv);
        OObject(main.VIEW.barChart, BarChart<main.VIEW, main.DOCUMENT>) ∈
        lookup(Listener<main.VIEW>)
        OEdge(main.DOCUMENT.model, main.VIEW.barChart) (E11) 39
        OObject(main.VIEW.pieChart, PieChart<main.VIEW, main.DOCUMENT>) ∈
        lookup(Listener<main.VIEW>)
        OEdge(main.DOCUMENT.model, main.VIEW.pieChart) (E12) 40
    }
}

Figure 2.16: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Model notifyObservers method.
analysis finds two such OObjects, namely barChart and pieChart. So it adds an OEdge from the OObject model to both of them.

Finally, the analysis processes the method invocation barChart.notifyObservers (Fig. 2.17). It analyzes the superclass BaseChart and performs the same steps previously discussed. However, when the analysis looks up OObjects that share the same type as the local variable l in the method invocation l.update(vTOM), it finds only one OObject in domain main.DOCUMENT (i.e. model). Therefore, it creates one dataflow edge OEdge (E13) from OObject barChart to OObject model. It should be noted that our analysis does not add an OEdge from pieChart to model, even though the types of both barChart and pieChart, BarChart and PieChart, extend from the Listener abstract baseclass. This illustrates how our dataflow edges are more precise than those shown by
Figure 2.18: Listeners: object graph with dataflow edges.
class Main<OWNER> {  
    private domain OWNED;  
    QuadTree<OWNED> aQT = new QuadTree<OWNED>();
}
class QuadTree<M> {  
    domain OWNED;  
    QuadTree<OWNED> nwQT = new QuadTree<OWNED>();
}

Figure 2.19: QuadTree example with annotations.

transferring information from the type structure onto an object graph. The ownership domain annotations enable the analysis to distinguish between objects in the object graph and increases the overall precision of the analysis.

2.5 Advanced Features

Recursion. Our analysis handles recursive types which can cause the OGraph to grow arbitrarily deep and the analysis to not terminate. For example, consider the class QuadTree, which is adapted from Abi-Antoun and Aldrich [4] (Fig. 2.19). The QuadTree class declares a field of type QuadTree in its OWNED domain. If we were not to handle recursion, our analysis would keep creating QuadTree OObjects and ODomains and would never terminate.

Our analysis handles recursive types by unifying domains [4]. It creates a cycle whenever the analysis encounters a previously visited context. More specifically, when the same runtime ODomain appears as the child of two OObjects. Figure 2.20 illustrates our analysis abstract interpretation on the QuadTree example. When the analysis reaches step 9 to analyze the QuadTree class of the newly created OObject nwQT, it encounters the same ODomain OWNED which tells the analysis to stop further analyzing the class and to create a cycle on the OGraph between the OObject nwQT and the ODomain OWNED. Fig. 2.21 shows the resulting OGraph for the same example.

Primitive Types Although we formalized our analysis using Featherweight Java (FJ) (Chapter 3), which is a pure object-based language, our implementation handles primitive datatypes and considers the flow of both object and primitive types. In Fig. 2.2 in Section 2.2, the type of oD does not necessarily need to be an object type, it could be a primitive type (i.e., integer, double, etc) and still the analysis would generate the same dataflow edges between the objects oA, oB, and
\begin{figure}[h]
\begin{verbatim}
OObject(main, Main<SHARED>)   (Os) 1
Main<SHARED> main = new Main<SHARED>();
analyze(main, [Main::OWNER \mapsto SHARED])
recv \mapsto main, Othis \mapsto main
class Main<OWNER> {
    private domain OWNED;
    ODomain(main.OWNED, Main::OWNED) (D1) 3
    OObject(main.OWNED.aQT, QuadTree<main.OWNED>) (O1) 4
    QuadTree<OWNED> aQT = new QuadTree<OWNED>();
    analyze(aQT, [QuadTree::OWNER \mapsto main.OWNED],
             recv \mapsto main.OWNED.aQT, Othis \mapsto main) 5
}
class QuadTree<OWNER> {
    private domain OWNED;
    ODomain(main.OWNED.aQT.OWNED, QuadTree::OWNED) (D2) 6 9
    OObject(main.OWNED.aQT.OWNED.nwQT, QuadTree<main.OWNED.aQT.OWNED>) (D2) 7
    QuadTree<OWNED> nwQT = new QuadTree<OWNED>();
    analyze(nwQT, [QuadTree::OWNER \mapsto main.OWNED.aQT.OWNED],
             recv \mapsto main.OWNED.aQT.OWNED.nwQT, Othis \mapsto main.OWNED.aQT) 8
}
\end{verbatim}
\end{figure}

Figure 2.20: QuadTree abstract interpretation with cycle detection.

\section*{2.6 Discussion}

\textbf{Object-sensitivity vs. domain-sensitivity} Our analysis is considered domain-sensitive because it distinguishes between objects in different domains even if they are created at the same allocation site in the source code. Since there are fewer domains than objects in any program, our analysis is considered to be more scalable than an object-sensitive analysis. The state-of-art analysis is object-sensitive \cite{31} because it is more precise. However, our analysis is object-insensitive like SCHOLIA and suffers from some imprecisions that an object-sensitive analysis handles (See Abi-Antoun’s dissertation \cite[Section 2.6.3]{2}).
Figure 2.21: QuadTree example OGraph.
Chapter 3

Formalization of the Analysis

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, we described our analysis informally. In this chapter, we formally describe our static analysis using Featherweight Domain Java (FDJ) [8]. FDJ uses Featherweight Java (FJ) [24]. FJ is a core language that makes a number of simplifications to the full Java language. It ignores complex Java language constructs such as statics, interfaces, and reflection among others, since these constructs can be rewritten in terms of more fundamental ones. Our formalization captures all dataflow scenarios we explained earlier in Section 2.2.

In the following section, we introduce the formalization of the Object Graph (OGraph). In the formalization, we adopt a simplified FDJ abstract syntax enhanced with the field write expression (Fig. 3.1). The metavariable $C$ ranges over class names; $T$ ranges over types; $f$ ranges over fields; $v$ ranges over values; $e$ ranges over expressions; $x$ ranges over variable names; $n$ ranges over variable names and values; $S$ ranges over stores; $\ell$ ranges over locations in the store, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ range over formal ownership domain parameters, and $m$ ranges over method names. As a shorthand, an overbar is used to represent a sequence, and we use $\bullet$ to denote an empty sequence. In FDJ, classes are parameterized by a list of ownership domains, the first domain parameter of a class denotes its owning domain. A class can extend another class that has a subsequence of its domain parameters.

A store $S$ maps locations $\ell$ to their contents. Each location in the store consists of the class of the object, the actual ownership domain parameters, and the values stored in its fields. The expression form $\ell \triangleright e$ represents a method body $e$ executing with a receiver $\ell$. 
\texttt{cdef ::= class } C<\alpha, \beta> \texttt{ extends } C'<\alpha> \\
\quad \{ \text{dom; } T \} \texttt{; md } \}
\texttt{dom ::= } \texttt{[public]} \texttt{domain d;}
\texttt{md ::= } T_R \texttt{ m(T } x \texttt{) T}_\text{this} \texttt{ \{return e}_R; \texttt{\}}
\texttt{e ::= x | new C<\alpha>(\alpha) | e.f |}
\texttt{\quad e.} f = e' | e.m(x) | \ell | \ell \triangleright e
\texttt{n ::= x | v}
\texttt{p ::= } \alpha | n.d | \texttt{shared}
\texttt{T ::= C<\alpha>}
\texttt{v, } \ell \in \texttt{locations}
\texttt{S ::= } \ell \rightarrow C<\alpha>(\alpha)
\texttt{\Sigma ::= } \ell \rightarrow T
\texttt{\Gamma ::= x \rightarrow T}

Figure 3.1: Simplified FDJ abstract syntax [8].

\texttt{G \in OGraph ::= } \langle \texttt{Objects = DO, Domains = DD, Edges = DE } \rangle
\texttt{::= } \langle \texttt{DO, DD, DE } \rangle
\texttt{D \in ODomain ::= } \langle \texttt{Id = D}_d, \texttt{Domain = C::d } \rangle
\texttt{::= } \langle \texttt{D}_d, \texttt{C::d } \rangle
\texttt{O \in OObject ::= } \langle \texttt{Id = O}_d, \texttt{Type = C<\alpha> } \rangle
\texttt{::= } \langle \texttt{O}_d, \texttt{C<\alpha> } \rangle
\texttt{E \in OEdge ::= } \langle \texttt{From = O}_\text{src, To = O}_\text{dst, DataType = C } \rangle
\texttt{::= } \langle \texttt{O}_\text{src, O}_\text{dst, C } \rangle
\texttt{DD ::= } \emptyset | \texttt{DD} \cup \{ (O, d) \mapsto D \} \quad \text{Dataflow Domain}
\texttt{DO ::= } \emptyset | \texttt{DO} \cup \{ O \} \quad \text{Dataflow Object}
\texttt{DE ::= } \emptyset | \texttt{DE} \cup \{ E \} \quad \text{Dataflow Edge}
\texttt{\Upsilon ::= } \emptyset | \texttt{\Upsilon} \cup \{ C<\alpha> \} \quad \text{Visited objects}
\texttt{H ::= } \emptyset | \texttt{H} \cup \{ \ell \mapsto O \} \quad \text{Object map}
\texttt{K ::= } \emptyset | \texttt{K} \cup \{ \ell.d \mapsto D \} \quad \text{Domain map}

Figure 3.2: Datatype declarations for the OGraph.
### 3.2 OGraph formalization

The OGraph is a graph composed of three different sets: OObjects, ODomains, and OEdges. OObjects and ODomains represent the nodes of the OGraph, whereas OEdges represent dataflow edges between OObjects (Fig. 3.2).

The aliasing invariant adopted by our system requires two objects to be the same only if they share the same owning domain and the same set of ownership domain parameters. This is why the datatype declaration of OObject is $C < D >$ instead of only $C$. We follow the FDJ convention and consider an OObject’s owning domain ODomain to be the first ODomain $D_1$ in $\overline{D}$. The root OObject of OGraph has no domain parameters and its owned by the global shared domain which is represented by ODomain $D_{\text{shared}}$.

Although a domain $d$ is declared at the level of a class $C$ in a program, each instance of class $C$ gets its own runtime domain $\ell.d$ because class $C$ instances are different if they are declared in different domains. For example, if there are two distinct runtime objects $\ell$ and $\ell'$ of class $C$, and class $C$ declares a domain $d$ in code, then the analysis will distinguish between the runtime domains $\ell.d$ and $\ell'.d$. This is why in the domain map $DD$ (Fig 3.2), we associate an ODomain $d$ to a pair consisting of an OObject $0$ and a declared domain $d$.

To deal with recursive types (Sec. 2.5), an ODomain can have multiple parent OObjects, so an ODomain does not have an owning OObject in its datatype declaration (Fig. 3.2). However, it is qualified by the name of the class that declares it.

Each OEdge $E$ represents a dataflow edge from a source OObject to a destination OObject. The third argument in the OEdge datatype declaration is the class of the object that flows because of this edge.

The last two lines in Figure 3.2 show two maps, $H$ and $K$ that the instrumented runtime semantics uses to evaluate program expressions. We use the map $H$ to look up the OObject that corresponds to a program value $\ell$, and we use the map $K$ to look up the ODomain from a runtime domain $\ell.d$. $Y$ records the combinations of class and domain parameters analyzed in the call stack to avoid non-termination in the analysis due to recursive calls.

---

1The class of an object is only a part of its type i.e., the $C$ part. The full type includes as well the list of the object’s domain parameters $C < D >$
3.3 Constraint-Based Specification

We formalized our analysis using a constraint-based specification instead of transfer functions. As a result we do not need to worry about the order in which program expressions are evaluated. Constraint-based specification formalizes the static analysis as a set of inference rules and makes it easier to prove soundness\(^2\). The constraint system requires adding $\text{OObject}$, $\text{ODomain}$, and $\text{OEdge}$ to $\text{OGraph}$. The constraint system is solved once we can no longer add to these sets. The analysis of a program $P$ is the least solution $G = \langle DO, DD, DE \rangle$ of the following constraint system:

$$\emptyset, \emptyset, DO, DD, DE \vdash P = (CT, e_{\text{root}} \cdot m_{\text{root}}())$$

The judgement form for expressions is as follows:

$$\Gamma, \Upsilon, DO, DD, DE \vdash O_{\text{this}}, H \ e$$

The $O_{\text{this}}$ subscript on the turnstile captures the context-sensitivity. It represents the object in which the statement being currently analyzed is executing. $H$ is part of the instrumentation we described earlier, but we omit it from the rules that do not use it. The context $\Gamma$ is the FDJ typing context, and $\Upsilon$ is the call stack context to avoid cycles.

**Inference rules.** In FDJ, a program $P$ is a tuple $(CT, S, e)$ that consists of a class table $CT$ which maps classes to their definitions, a store $S$ and an expression $e$. Our analysis starts with a method invocation $m_{\text{root}}$ on the root expression $e_{\text{root}}$. Our analysis requires a root $\text{OObject} O_{\text{root}}$ to start from. The root $\text{OObject}$ has a single $\text{ODomain} D_{\text{shared}}$ that corresponds to the global domain $\text{shared}$. We qualify a domain $d$ by the class that declares it, as $C::d$. Because no class declares the $\text{shared}$ domain, we qualify it as $::\text{shared}$. The $\text{OObject} O_{\text{root}}$ does not correspond to an actual runtime object. It is only required by our analysis to start with, as a dummy receiver for top-level code.

\(^2\)The analysis proof of soundness is out side the scope of this thesis and is left for future work.
\[ D_{\text{shared}} = \langle D_s, ::\text{shared} \rangle \]

\[ O_{\text{world}} = \langle O_{\text{world}}, \text{Object}<D_{\text{shared}}> \rangle \]

The analysis starts by abstractly interpreting the method invocation on the root expression \( e_{\text{root}.m_{\text{root}}} \) in the \( O_{\text{root}} \) context,

\[ \emptyset, \emptyset, DO, DD, DE \vdash_{O_{\text{root}}} e_{\text{root}.m_{\text{root}}}(\_ ) \]

In Df-New, the analysis interprets a \texttt{new} object allocation in the context of the receiver \texttt{OObject} \( O_{\text{this}} \). The analysis first ensures that \( DO \) contains an \texttt{OObject} \( O_C \) for the newly allocated object. If \( DO \) does not contain \( O_C \), the analysis adds \( O_C \) to \( DO \). Then, Df-New ensures that \( DD \) has a representative \texttt{ODomain} \( D_i \) for each domain parameter \( p_i \) passed to the creation of an instance of class \( C \). And within class \( C \), \( DD \) maintains the mapping of each formal parameter \( \alpha_i \) to a corresponding \( D_i \) in the context of the receiver \( O_C \) by having a map between the pair \( (O_C, \alpha_i) \) and \( D_i \) (Fig. 3.3).

Then, Df-New uses the auxiliary judgement Df-Dom to ensure that \( DD \) has an \texttt{ODomain} corresponding to each domain that the class \( C \) locally declares. Df-Dom does this recursively to include inherited domains from superclasses as well. Df-New then uses the auxiliary judgement Df-Fields to recursively include inherited fields from superclasses.

Df-Dom and Df-Fields are recursive judgments. Df-Obj1 and Df-Obj2 are the base cases for Df-Dom and Df-Fields, respectively, to deal with the root class, Object. They do not need to do anything because according to FDJ [8], the class Object has no fields, domains, or methods.

Df-New then proceeds and obtains each expression \( e_R \) in each method \( m \) in \( C \), and processes \( e_R \) in the context of the new receiver \texttt{OObject} which is now \( O_C \). Df-New checks these expressions recursively. However, before Df-New analyzes any new allocation expressions of \texttt{OObject}, it checks if the expression’s combination of the class type and parameters have been previously analyzed by looking for this combination in \( \Upsilon \) to avoid infinite recursion. If this combination does not exist, Df-New adds the current combination of a type and actual domain parameters to \( \Upsilon \) and then
\[
CT(C) = \text{class } C<\alpha, \beta> \text{ extends } C'<\alpha> \ldots \{ T \mid \overline{dom}; \ldots; \overline{md}; \}
\]

\[
CT(\text{Object}) = \text{class } \text{Object}<\alpha> \{ \}
\]

\[
\forall i \in 1..|\overline{p}| \quad D_i = \overline{DD}[(O_{this}, p_i)] \quad \text{params}(C) = \overline{\alpha}
\]

\[
O_C = \langle O_{id}, C<\overline{D}> \rangle \quad \{O_C\} \subseteq \overline{DO} \quad \{(O_C, \alpha_i) \rightarrow D_i\} \subseteq \overline{DD}
\]

\[
\overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \overline{ddomains}(C, O_C) \quad \overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \overline{dfields}(C, O_C)
\]

\[
\forall m, mbody(m, C<\overline{p}>) = (\overline{x} : \overline{T}, e_R)
\]

\[
C<\overline{D} \not\in \overline{\Upsilon} \implies \{ \overline{x} : \overline{T}, \text{this}:C<\overline{p}>\}, \overline{\Upsilon} \cup \{C<\overline{D}>\}, \overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} e_R
\]

\[
\forall k \in 1..|\overline{p}| \quad e_k : C_{ek} <\overline{p}> \quad \overline{\Upsilon} \vdash e_k
\]

\[
\overline{\Upsilon} \neq \bullet \implies \{(O_{this}, O_C, C_{ek})\} \subseteq \overline{DE}
\]

\[
\overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \text{new } C<\overline{p}>(\overline{\Upsilon}) \quad \text{[DF-NEW]}
\]

\[
\forall(\text{domain } d_j) \in \overline{\text{dom}} \quad D_j = \langle D_{id_j}, C::d_j \rangle \quad \{(O_C, d_j) \rightarrow D_j\} \subseteq \overline{DD}
\]

\[
\overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \overline{ddomains}(C', O_C) \quad \overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \overline{ddomains}(C, O_C)
\]

\[
\overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \overline{dfields}(C', O_C) \quad \overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \overline{dfields}(C, O_C) \quad \text{[DF-FIELDS]}
\]

\[
\overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \overline{ddomains}(\text{Object}, O_C) \quad \overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \overline{dfields}(\text{Object}, O_C) \quad \text{[DF-OBJ1]}
\]

\[
\overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \overline{dfields}(\text{Object}, O_C) \quad \overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \overline{dfields}(\text{Object}, O_C) \quad \overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} x \quad \text{[DF-OBJ2]}
\]

\[
\overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} x \quad \overline{\Upsilon}, \overline{\Upsilon} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \ell \quad \text{[DF-VAR]}
\]

\[
\overline{DO}, \overline{DD}, \overline{DE} \vdash_{\text{Othis}} \ell \quad \text{[DF-LOC]}
\]

Figure 3.3: Constraint-based specification of the OGraph.
\exists (T_k f_k) \in T \quad T_k = C_{f_k} e_0 : T_{e_0} \\
\forall i \ DO, DD, DE \vdash_{O_{this}} lookup (T_{e_0}) = O_i \quad \{\{O_i, O_{this}, C_{f_k}\}\} \subseteq DE \\
\Gamma, \Upsilon, DO, DD, DE \vdash_{O_{this}} e_0, f_k \quad \text{[DF-READ]} \\

\exists (T_k f_k) \in T \quad T_k = C_{f_k} e_0 : T_{e_0} \\
\forall i \ DO, DD, DE \vdash_{O_{this}} lookup (T_{e_0}) = O_i \quad \{\{O_i, O_{this}, C_{f_k}\}\} \subseteq DE \\
\Gamma, \Upsilon, DO, DD, DE \vdash_{O_{this}} e_0, f_k = e' \quad \text{[DF-WRITE]} \\

O_k = \{O_{id}, C_{\langle D \rangle}\} \in DO \quad T' = C' e_0 : T_{e_0} \\
\forall i \in 1..[\|\|p]\| D'_i = DD[(\{O_{this}, p_i\})] \quad D_i = D'_i \\
DO, DD, DE \vdash_{O_{this}} lookup (T') = O_k \quad \text{[DF-LOOKUP]} \\

(\tau : \xi, e_R) \in mbody(m, C_{\langle D \rangle}) \quad e_R : C_{e_R} e_0 : T_{e_0} \\
\forall i \ DO, DD, DE \vdash_{O_{this}} lookup (T_{e_0}) = O_i \quad \{\{O_i, O_{this}, C_{e_R}\}\} \subseteq DE \\
\forall k \in 1..[\|\|\tau]\| e_k = C_{e_k} e_0 : T_{e_0} \quad \tau \neq \bullet \implies \{\{O_{this}, O_i, C_{e_k}\}\} \subseteq DE \\
\Gamma, \Upsilon, DO, DD, DE \vdash_{O_{this}} e_0, f_k \quad \Gamma, \Upsilon, DO, DD, DE \vdash_{O_{this}} e_R \quad \text{[DF-INVK]} \\

O_C = H[\ell] \quad \Gamma, \Upsilon, DO, DD, DE \vdash_{O_{this}, H} e \quad \text{[DF-CONTEXT]} \\

\forall \ell \in \text{dom}(S), \Sigma[\ell] = C_{\langle p \rangle} \quad H[\ell] = O_{this} = \{O_{id}, C_{\langle D \rangle}\} \in DO \\
\forall m. mbody(m, C_{\langle p \rangle}) = (\tau : \xi, e_R) \quad \{\tau : \xi, this : C_{\langle p \rangle}\}, \emptyset, DO, DD, DE \vdash_{O_{this}} e_R \quad \text{[DF-SIGMA]} \\

Figure 3.4: Constraint-based specification of the OGraph (continued).
proceeds to analyze the new `OObject`. It is important to mention here that \( \mathcal{Y} \) only keeps track of previously analyzed `OObject` at the call stack level. It does not do this globally across the program because similar combinations of class and domain parameters are allowed in different contexts. DF-NEW further analyzes the arguments expressions \( \overline{\mathcal{F}} \) to the constructor of class \( C \). Finally, if there are argument expressions \( \overline{\mathcal{F}} \) to the constructor of class \( C \), DF-NEW adds a dataflow edge from the receiver context `OObject \( O_{this} \)` to the newly allocated object \( O_C \).

In DF-READ, the analysis adds a dataflow edge from `OObject \( O_i \)`, that has the type of the expression \( e_0 \), to the receiver context `OObject \( O_{this} \)` of the field write expression. DF-READ represents an import edge due to the propagation of a field reference from the expression receiver `OObject \( O_i \)` to the receiver context `OObject \( O_{this} \)`.

DF-WRITE is similar to DF-READ. However, it adds an export edge in the opposite direction, i.e., from the receiver context `OObject \( O_{this} \)` to `OObject \( O_i \)`. The edge has the class type of the expression \( e_0 \). DF-WRITE represents dataflow due to object export due to the propagation of a field reference from the receiver context `OObject \( O_{this} \)` to the expression receiver `OObject \( O_i \)` in the field write expression.

Both DF-WRITE and DF-READ analyze the receiver of the field access \( e_0 \). DF-WRITE, however, analyzes the expression \( e' \) on the right hand side of the assignment.

DF-INVK is interesting because it is responsible for two dataflow scenarios which are due to object export and import on a method invocation (See Sec 2.2). The first dataflow scenario is due to the arguments being passed to the method invocation. This argument passing introduces a dataflow edge from the receiver context `OObject \( O_{this} \)` to each `OObject \( O_i \)`, one which has the type of the expression \( e_0 \). The type of the data passed is at least the type of one of the actual parameters passed to the method invocation. In FJ, every method body consists of a return statement, which causes a dataflow from the method’s receiver `OObject \( O_i \)` to the receiver context `OObject \( O_{this} \)`. The type of the data returned is the type of the returned object. Finally, DF-INVK analyzes the receiver and the actual arguments for the method invocation, each with the appropriate context `OObject \( O_{this} \)`.

Each of DF-READ, DF-WRITE, and DF-INVK use the auxiliary judgment DF-LOOKUP, which is used to search for `OObject`s in \( DO \) that match the type of the expression passed to it.

All the rules are responsible for dataflow scenarios, and eventually add edges to DE, except
\[ \ell \not\in \text{dom}(S) \quad S' = S[\ell \mapsto C[\nu](\nu)] \]

\[ G = \{DO, DD, DE\} \quad \overline{\nu} = \overline{\nu'} \quad D_i = K[\ell'_i, d_i] \]

\[ O_C = \langle O_{dI}, C[\overline{D}'] \rangle \quad O_C \in DO \quad H' = H[\ell \mapsto O_C] \]

\[ \forall (\text{domain } d_j) \in \text{domains}(C[\overline{\nu}]) \quad D_j = DD[(O_C, d_j)] \quad K' = K[\ell, d_j \mapsto D_j] \]

\[ O = H[\theta] \quad E = \langle O, O_C, .. \rangle \in DE \]

\[ \theta \vdash \text{new } C[\overline{\nu}](\nu); S; H; K \leadsto G[\ell, S']; H'; K' \quad \text{[IR-New]} \]

\[ \begin{aligned} S[\ell] &= C[\overline{\nu}](\nu) & \text{fields}(C[\overline{\nu}]) &= \overline{T} \overline{T} \\ O &= H[\theta] \quad O_\ell = H[\ell] \quad E = \langle O_\ell, O, .. \rangle \in DE \quad \text{[IR-Read]} \end{aligned} \]

\[ \theta \vdash \ell.f_i; S; H; K \leadsto G[\ell; S']; H'; K \]

\[ \begin{aligned} S[\ell] &= C[\overline{\nu}](\nu) & \text{fields}(C[\overline{\nu}]) &= \overline{T} \overline{T} \\ S' &= S[\ell \mapsto C[\overline{\nu}][\nu/v_i]] \quad \text{[IR-Write]} \end{aligned} \]

\[ \theta \vdash \ell.f_i; v; S; H; K \leadsto G[v; S']; H' \quad \text{[IR-Write]} \]

\[ \begin{aligned} S[\ell] &= C[\overline{\nu}](\nu) & \text{mbody}(m, C[\overline{\nu}]) &= \overline{\pi}, e_R \\ O &= H[\theta] \quad O_\ell = H[\ell] \quad E = \langle O, O_\ell, \overline{\pi} \rangle \in DE \quad \text{[IR-Invk]} \end{aligned} \]

\[ \theta \vdash \ell.m(\overline{\pi}); S; H; K \leadsto G[\ell \mapsto \overline{\pi}, \ell/this] e_R; S; H; K \]

\[ \theta \vdash \ell \triangleright v; S; H; K \leadsto G[v; S'; H; K] \quad \text{[IR-Context]} \]

Figure 3.5: Instrumented runtime semantics (core rules).
for DF-VAR and DF-LOC. The rules DF-VAR and DF-LOC for variables and locations exist to complete our formalization and make the induction go through. In the case of DF-LOC, the store constraint DF-SIGMA enforces any necessary conditions on each location $\ell$.

The last two rules are DF-CONTEXT and DF-SIGMA. The purpose of DF-CONTEXT is to analyze expressions of the form $\ell \triangleright e$, where $O_C$ is the OObject we lookup for the receiver $\ell$. DF-SIGMA is required for the induction and to ensure that method bodies have been analyzed for all objects in the store.

For completing the formalization of our analysis, we instrumented the runtime semantics (Fig. 3.5). The instrumentation is safe since discarding it produces exactly the same semantics as FDJ [8] (the common parts of the rules are highlighted).

### 3.4 Soundness

An OGraph is a sound approximation of a Runtime Object Graph (ROG), represented by a well-typed store $S$, if the OGraph relates to the ROG informally as follows:

- **Object soundness**: Each object $\ell$ in the ROG has exactly one representative OObject in the OGraph. Similarly, each domain in the ROG has exactly one representative ODomain in the OGraph.

- **Edge soundness**: If there is a dataflow from object $\ell_1$ to object $\ell_2$ in a ROG, then the OGraph has an OEdge between the OObjects $O_1$ and $O_2$ that are the representatives of $\ell_1$ and $\ell_2$, respectively.

#### Formal Definition of Soundness

$$\forall G = \langle DO, DD, DE \rangle \vdash P = (CT, e) \quad CT, e \text{ well-typed}$$

$$\forall e; 0, 0, 0 \leadsto e; S; H; K$$

$$\forall \Sigma \vdash S$$

$$DO, DD, DE \vdash_{CT, H} \Sigma$$

$$(S, H, K) \sim (DO, DD, DE)$$

This formal definition states that given a well-typed store $S$, an OGraph produced from the same
program $P$, there exists a map $H$ that maps each location $\ell$ in the store to a unique $\text{OO} \text{bject}$, and a map $K$ that maps each runtime domain in the store to a unique $\text{OD} \text{omain}$. The symbol $\sim$ denotes an approximation relation between the state $(S, H, K)$ and the analysis result $(DO, DD, DE)$ (See Abi-Antoun’s dissertation [2, Section 3.3.2]). A formal proof of soundness is left for future work. Since these rules are very similar to the previous rules in Scholia [2], we conjecture, but do not prove, that the analysis is sound. Soundness proof is by induction on the inference rules and will rely on the instrumented runtime semantics (Fig. 3.5) and congruence rules (not shown).

### 3.5 Credits

These rules follow the same style of formalization as Abi-Antoun [2], which includes a formal proof of soundness.
Chapter 4

Evaluation

In this chapter, we implement our analysis and evaluate it on four interesting examples, Listeners, BankingSystem, CourSys, and InfoFlow.

4.1 Implementation

We implemented the analysis as a plugin to the Crystal 3.3 static analysis framework [38] in Eclipse. The implementation is a whole-program analysis, which uses the Java JDT libraries [1] and a Visitor on the Java Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). We currently export the extracted object graph to GraphViz DOT [20].

The analysis supports a subset of the Java language, the same one in Featherweight Java. For example, our implementation does not handle interfaces, static fields or methods, or external libraries. The object graphs in this document were generated using our implementation\(^1\).

4.2 Listeners System

In Section 2.4, we illustrate our analysis on the Listeners example, and we show the Listeners dataflow object graph (DfOOG) (Fig. 2.4). In this Section, we compare the extracted dataflow edges with the points-to edges which Scholia extracts on the same Listeners example (Fig. 4.1a). Both graphs use a similar notation, except for the edges. In PtOOG, a thin and black arrow represents a points-to edge. However, in DfOOG a thick and red arrow represents a dataflow edge.

\(^1\)Our implementation handles arrays.
4.2.1 Dataflow vs. points-to edges

A points-to edge corresponds to a field reference relation. Points-to edges do not reflect all communication scenarios. For example, the points-to edge from the model object to its listeners object does not mean that model object is using or communicating with its listeners. Moreover, a missing points-to edge from model to each of barChart and pieChart does not mean that these objects do not communicate with the model (Fig. 4.1a).

The dataflow edges our analysis extracts show that the model object is indeed communicating with each of the barChart and pieChart objects by sending them mTOv messages (Fig. 4.1b). Similarly, both chart objects are sending back vTOm messages to the model object. Our dataflow edges seem consistent with dataflow-based communication occurring in a program as determined by code inspection. These edges are missing from the PtOOG (Fig. 4.1).

The extracted dataflow edges on Fig. 4.1b are also useful in helping understand the Listeners system. For example, our analysis made visually obvious interesting dataflow communications between the model object and each of BaseChat objects, barChart and pieChart. The object graph illustrates the Observer design pattern [19] by clearly showing how the subjects exchange messages with their observers (i.e., listeners).

4.3 Banking System

BankingSystem is a small banking application, adapted from Aldrich and Chambers [8]. A Bank has customers and branches. Every branch has a set of tellers and vaults. Every customer has a customer agent that may access any of the branch’s tellers. The customer agent cannot access vaults directly. Only a branch teller can access the branch’s vaults (Fig. 4.2).

The extracted DfOOG shows the two top-level domains BRANCHES and CUSTOMERS descending from the root object (Fig 4.2).

4.3.1 Dataflow edges on DfOOG vs. dataflow edges on a flat object graph.

We compare our analysis of dataflow edges with dataflow edges shown on a flat object graph (Fig. 4.3). Spiegel’s Pangaea object graph extraction algorithm extracts dataflow edges on a flat object graph [41]. The dataflow edges our analysis extracts are more precise than those of Pangaea
Figure 4.1: Listeners: Dataflow vs. Points-to edges.
Figure 4.2: BankingSystem DfOOG.
because our analysis has access to ownership domain annotations. Ownership domains give more precision on aliasing. Our analysis keeps data flowing to different objects apart if the objects are in separate domains. For example, our analysis treats object \texttt{customer22} in domain \texttt{OWNED} as a distinct object that has its own dataflow edges, i.e., there are not any in this example. Pangaea analysis will treat the two customer objects similarly which is imprecise.

4.3.2 Discussion

The extracted BankingSystem DoOOG showed no dataflow edges between the customer agent object and the branch’s vaults (Fig. 4.2). This is consistent with the design intent of allowing only the branch teller to access the branch’s vaults.
4.4 CourSys System

CourSys is a prototypical simple course registration system. It follows the three-tiered architectural style. We annotated the CourSys source code using three top-level domains: USER, DATA, and LOGIC. We extracted the DfOOG in (Fig 4.4).

The extracted DfOOG showed the three top-level domains USER, DATA, and LOGIC descending from the root object (Fig 4.4). Inside domain USER, we have the object objClient, and inside domain LOGIC, we have object objLogic which has the two objects lock and log in its owned domain. The thick, red edges represent dataflow. We annotate these edges with the name of the data that is propagating between every two objects.

4.4.1 Discussion

The extracted CourSys DfOOG showed that there was no direct communication between the Client object, objClient and the Data object, objData. Instead all communications went through
the Logic object, objLogic (Fig. 4.4). These dataflow edges confirmed that CourSys indeed follows the three-tiered architectural style.

### 4.5 Information Flow Example

According to Liu and Milanova [31], the flow of information can be categorized as either explicit (flow of information arises due to the use of assignment statements) or implicit (flow of information is the result of using conditional statements). To illustrate these two categories, we use the same example by Liu and Milanova [31] (Fig. 4.5). The example is a simple web application that originally discussed by Chong et al. [11]. The user of this application has a number of tries to guess a number between 1 and 10 and wins if her guess matches the true number (i.e. the field secret). The field tries shows the number of guesses attempted by the user. Methods this.finishApp and message.setText output messages and are considered untrusted outputs. The goal is to reason about data confidentiality by ensuring the absence of information flow from secret to any of the untrusted outputs at lines 11, 15, 17, and 20. Liu and Milanova’s [31] analysis infers no explicit information flow from the field secret to any of these untrusted outputs. However, their analysis infers an implicit information flow from secret to lines 11, 15, and 17 because of the conditional at line 9 (the value of secret is checked at this line). This means that the outputs at lines 11, 15, and 17, although not necessarily printing the value of secret, disclose information about the secret.

Because our analysis tracks dataflow between objects, we adapt the example from Liu and Milanova [31] and convert primitive types to object types. e.g., we use Integer instead of int (Fig. 4.5). We declared two top-level domains, OWNED and MSG. We put secret in OWNED, and message in MSG (Fig. 4.6). The resulted DfOOG is shown in Fig. 4.7.

#### 4.5.1 Discussion

Our analysis is not intended to capture the implicit dataflow between secret and message objects. This dataflow is absent because the field secret never appears as an argument to the output method message.setText. However, our analysis was able to point out an indirect flow from secret to message through the main object. Information flow techniques are more precise and
provide stronger guarantees on how secret information flows cross the system, than the dataflow technique we use in our analysis. However, our analysis can still reveal interesting dataflow scenarios due to objects propagation.

4.6 Summary

In this Chapter, we evaluated our analysis on four realistic Java examples. In one example, we compared our extracted dataflow edges with points-to edges Abi-Antoun and Aldrich [4] extracts using the SCHOLIA analysis. Points-to edges show reference relations between objects due to field references. However, our dataflow edges are usage edges. Using our dataflow edges, we visualized the messages exchanged between a subject and its observers in the Listeners example, which implements the Observer design pattern [19]. In another example, we compared our extracted dataflow edges with dataflow edges extracted on a flat object graph. Because our analysis can distinguish between objects in different domains, our analysis was able to extract more precise dataflow edges. Finally, we compared our analysis with another analysis that infers explicit and implicit information flow scenarios. We concluded that our analysis does not directly capture implicit information flow
```java
public class Main {

    domain OWNED, MSG
    Secret<OWNED> secret = new Secret();
    int tries;
    Message<MSG> message = new Message();

    public static void main(String<SHARED>[] args) {
        Main<SHARED> m = new Main();
        m.run(null);
    }

    void run(Integer<SHARED> num) throws NullPointerException {
        int i = 0;
        if (num != null)
            i = num.intValue();
        if (i >= 1 && i <= 10) {
            if (tries > 0 && i == secret.getInt()) {
                tries = 0;
                finishApp("You win!");
            } else {
                tries--;
                if (tries > 0)
                    message.setText("Try again");
                else
                    finishApp("Game over!");
            }
        } else
            message.setText("Out of range");
    }

    private void finishApp(String<SHARED> string) {
        System.out.println(string);
    }

    class Message<OWNER> {
        domain OWNED
        void setText(String<SHARED> msg) {
            StringBuffer<OWNED> text;
            text = new StringBuffer("GuessNum");
            text.append(msg);
        }
    }

    class Secret<OWNER> {
        public int getInt() {}
    }

    class Integer<OWNER> {
        int val;
        public int intValue() {
            return val;
        }
    }
}

Figure 4.6: Information Flow example using annotations.
scenarios between objects. However, it did capture explicit information flow scenarios.
Chapter 5

Related Work

5.1 Static vs. Dynamic analysis

5.1.1 Static analyses

Fully automated static analyses Several static object graph analyses do not require any annotations [41, 25, 36, 18, 16, 49], but also extract flat, non-hierarchical object graphs which do not scale because they grow larger in size as a function of the size of the program. In our approach, we follow SCHOLIA in requiring annotations and extracting hierarchical object graphs, which can scale because the number of objects at the top level stays relatively small [2]. This thesis adopts the same definition of dataflow [41]. However, we show dataflow edges on a hierarchical object graph instead of a flat object graph. The work by Debzani et al. [16] assumes all dataflow scenarios are the result of method invocation statements. In addition to method invocations, our analysis handles dataflow due to field access statements. Because our analysis uses ownership domain annotations which give precision about aliasing, our analysis is able to distinguish between objects in different domains and therefore produces more precise dataflow edges than other analysis that do not use ownership domain annotations [41, 16, 49, 18]. These analysis works by first building a type graph from the type structure then unfolding it into an object graph. Finally, unlike Spiegel’s Pangaea and its equivalent analyses [41, 16, 49, 18], we formalized our analysis with the goal of proving its soundness.1

1While we conjecture but do not prove soundness, Spiegel’s Pangaea is unsound with respect to aliasing [2].
Liu and Milanova [30] proposed a static analysis and object graph extraction algorithm. The objects on the object graph are connected using four kinds of edges; create edges due to object creation in allocation statements; in edges due to arguments passing in method invocations; out edges due to return statements; and self edges due to the passing of this. Both in and out edges cause objects to flow on the object graph. They are similar to export and import dataflow edges we used in this thesis.

Reverse engineering object graphs Tonella and Potrich [45] proposed a static analysis to extract an Object Flow Graph (OFG) from object-oriented source code. OFG is a result of a reverse engineering static analysis traces the flow of information from one object to another in object assignment statements; actual arguments substitution for formal method or constructor parameters in method invocations and allocation statements; and object returns from method invocations. Their approach requires rewriting the program source code into a simplified abstract language that maintains features related to object flow and omits other complex features of the language. Like our analysis, their approach deals with dataflows due to container objects differently.

Nodes in the OFG are represented by objects references. OFG requires a points-to analysis [9, 39, 33, 32] to obtain a static approximation of the points-to set of objects that a given reference may point to. Points-to analysis can either be context/flow sensitive or context/flow insensitive. While context/flow sensitive analysis produces accurate results, it is computationally expensive and does not scale to large programs. On the other hand, context/flow insensitive analysis has lower complexity, but it does not distinguish the invocation context of program statements. Our analysis does not require points-to analysis and instead relies on the aliasing precision provided to us by the ownership domain annotations. This enables our analysis to distinguish between objects in different domains and merge objects of compatible types if they are in the same domain.

Womble [25] is a lightweight static analysis tool that extracts object models from Java bytecode. Womble produces an unsound object model which consists of nodes and edges. Nodes represent Java classes and edges represent either subclassing or associations. Unlike traditional class diagrams, Womble’s object model shows association edge multiplicity for array fields and infers appropriate associations in handling container classes. For example, a container class such as vector is not appearing as a node in the object model. Instead, the correct association between the class that
Annotation-based static analyses Lam and Rinard [27] proposed a type system and a static analysis whereby developer-specified annotations guide the static abstraction of an object model by merging objects based on tokens. Their approach supports a fixed set of statically declared global tokens, and their analysis shows a graph indicating which objects appear in which tokens. Since there is a statically fixed number of tokens, all of which are at the top level, an extracted object model is a top-level architecture that does not support hierarchical decomposition, thus limiting the scalability of the approach to large systems. The SCHOLIA approach extended Lam and Rinard's both to handle hierarchical object graphs and to support object-oriented language constructs such as inheritance. Moreover, Lam and Rinard extract an “object model”, a “subsystem access model”, a “call/return interaction model”, and a “heap interaction model”, but do not particularly track the kind of dataflow information we do.

Slicing Program slicing is a technique to extract program parts with respect to a particular computation [51]. According to Weiser [50], for a given slicing criterion \( <p, V> \), where \( p \) is a program point and \( V \) is a set of variables, a program slice with respect to the point \( p \) consists of the set of all statements that might affect the value of an arbitrary variable \( v \) in \( V \) at \( p \). Alternative definitions of a program slice have been proposed in the literature [23]. Horwitz et al. [23] argue that one is often interested in how statements in a slice might affect a specific variable \( v \) in the set \( V \) at a program point \( p \). Sridharan et al. [42] proposed thin slicing technique, which includes only statements relevant to human in a slice and discard other irrelevant statements. For example, in graph construction thin slicing ignores edges due to flow or control dependencies that traditional slicing algorithm usually consider.

Procedural Dependence Graphs In order to compute program slices, procedural dependence graphs are used. A Procedural Dependence Graph (PDG) represents how information flows in a program [23]. A PDG is a graphical representation of a procedure where nodes are program statements and edges represent the dependence between the statements. In the PDG, a call statement is shown by a call node and the collection of the actual-out and actual-in nodes. Orso et al. [37] present an incremental slicing technique that initially starts with a slice that contains only state-
ments as a result of stronger data dependencies, and incrementally augment the slice if weaker data dependencies are to be considered in the analysis. Slicing has been used for program understanding and to isolate the computation among threads in a multi-threaded program [50].

Liang and Harrold [29] refined the slicing definition for object-oriented programs by introducing the concept of object slicing. In object slicing, the analysis looks for statements of a particular object’s method that might affect the slicing criterion. They argue that object slicing can be useful for debugging and impact analysis. Unlike object graphs, where the main focal point is the object, object slicing is more fine-grained because it considers dependencies between different objects’ statements. Generally speaking, in object slicing graph construction, if there are missing edges between two objects’ slices, then there will be definitely no dataflow edges between these two objects as well.

5.1.2 Dynamic analysis

Dynamic analysis constructs object graph by tracing a target program’s execution on a set of test cases [45]. Each program execution must be associated with an execution trace. This trace should include information about the context object identifier. Execution traces can be obtained using tracing tools or by program instrumentation. One obvious limitation of dynamic analysis is that test cases may not cover all possible program executions. This leaves some object flows scenarios that exists in code but the analysis fails to capture.

**Dynamic Tainting** Dynamic taint analysis is quickly becoming a staple technique when conducting security analysis. The aim of dynamic taint analysis is to track information flow between a source and a sink. In order to analyze a program, a taint policy is used in determining exactly how a taint will flow during the execution, what operation could trigger a taint, and what kind of checks should be carried out on taints. Tainting has been used to prevent integrity-compromising attacks [34, 52], SQL injection [22, 46], enforcing data confidentiality [47], and recently detecting vulnerabilities in Web applications [46]. Dynamic tainting requires instrumentation during program execution and it has the limitations of other dynamic analysis techniques previously mentioned. Our analysis, however, is static and is completed at compile time and before program execution. It can be used to capture security vulnerability if a conformance approach used to expose the flow
of objects across the program. Unlike the dynamic tainting approach, our analysis does not taint objects in order to track their propagation across the program.

5.2 Applications of Dataflow Information

Checking conformance. One application of dataflow information is Data Flow Diagrams (DFDs). A DFD is an architectural view which visualizes the flow of data in a system [44, 7]. Extracting dataflow information could enable checking the conformance of an implementation to a target architecture [6].

Program comprehension. Dataflow information can be potentially useful for developers performing code modification tasks. Objects dependencies that are discovered by dataflow edges can direct developers to the right decisions on code optimization and code refactoring. Unfortunately we cannot support this argument with evidences, but we expect to see future studies similar to [5] that investigate this application further.

5.3 Information Flow Control

Information Flow Control (IFC) refers to the procedure of ensuring that transfer of information in a given system does not occur from an object with high security information to one with a lower security level [21]. This reduces the possibility of information disclosure between security levels. Liu and Milanova [31] categorize the flow of information into explicit (flow of information which arises due to the use of assignment statements) or implicit (flow of information which is the result of using conditional statements). Liu and Milanova [31] proposes a new static information flow inference analysis that infers explicit and implicit information flows. The analysis is context sensitive and can be applied to detect security violations in a client application. Sun et al. [43] proposes a specification of a modular algorithm to infer security types for a sequential, class-based, and object-oriented language. Both classes and methods are parametrized by security levels (e.g., Low, High). Unlike Liu and Milanova [31], the inference algorithm is proven sound. Although our analysis is not as precise in detecting security flaws as IFC, it still can capture interesting dataflows between objects.
Chapter 6

Discussion

6.1 Validation of Thesis Statement

The goal of this thesis was to introduce a static analysis to extract sound and precise dataflow edges from object-oriented programs with ownership domain annotations. We divided our thesis statement into two hypotheses. In the following sections, we discuss how we satisfied these hypotheses.

6.1.1 H1: Sound dataflow edges

We presented a formal definition of the analysis using constraint-based inference rules to ease a formal proof of soundness. We implemented and evaluated the analysis on realistic Java code. Finally, we showed that the extracted object graph indeed made visually obvious all of the dataflow communication in a program.

6.1.2 H2: Precise dataflow edges

We confirmed that the analysis extracts precise dataflow information (Chap. 4). We evaluated our analysis on realistic Java programs and confirmed that the extracted dataflow edges were all true positives.
6.2 Satisfaction of the Requirements

In Chapter 1.2, we outlined a set of requirements for our analysis. In this section, we discuss how these requirements were satisfied.

6.2.1 Soundness of the Extracted Dataflow Edges

We formalized the analysis using constraint-based inference rules (Chapter 3). Although we did not formally prove soundness, we conjecture that the analysis is sound. We evaluated our analysis on realistic Java code and showed that our analysis did not miss a dataflow scenario that exists in code without showing it on the object graph. The formal proof of soundness is left for future work.

6.2.2 Precision of the Extracted Dataflow Edges

Our analysis confirms this requirement by an evaluation on realistic Java programs (Sec. 2.6). An example of highly imprecise dataflow edges would be to show a dataflow edge between every two objects on the object graph (i.e., every object flows to every other object). In practice, we demonstrated that our analysis extracts object graphs that have few false positives on small, but realistic programs.

6.3 Limitations

Our current implementation is a proof-of-concept prototype which is not integrated with the Scholia tool set.

6.3.1 Missing features in the implementation

Our prototype implementation currently does not handle all the features of the Java language, such as interfaces or static code. Also, our prototype does not handle library code. In principle, we could rely on external files to add annotations to the portions of external libraries that are in use, as in the Scholia approach [2, Appendix A].
6.3.2 Scholia’s visualization of object graphs

Our prototype implementation extracts only an ObjectGraph or OGraph. In particular, we do not deal with the DisplayGraph or DGraph in SCHOLIA [2, Section 3.4]. In SCHOLIA, the DGraph is the object graph that the tool displays to a developer, and with which the developer interacts. Integrating our analysis with the SCHOLIA toolset will enable:

- Using the same style of visualization based on box nesting as in SCHOLIA; we would be able to generate more compact object graphs, by collapsing all the objects except the ones in the top-level domains;
- Allowing the user to control the unfolding depth of the ObjectGraph into a DisplayGraph, to expand or collapse the sub-structure of individual objects, while the tool automatically adds lifted edges [2, Fig. 2.27:];
- Using the abstraction by types feature on the DisplayGraph, which enables collapsing objects in a domain further based on their declared types. Abstraction by types is often necessary to extract meaningful OOGs for larger programs.

6.3.3 Scholia’s conformance analysis

Integrating our analysis with the SCHOLIA toolset will enable also us to follow the same extract-abstract-check strategy as SCHOLIA to analyze conformance. The steps would be as follows:

1. Add annotations to the code and type-check them;
2. Extract a sound object graph that conveys architectural abstraction by hierarchy and by types;
3. Abstract an extracted object graph into an as-built runtime architecture;
4. Document the target, as-designed runtime architecture;
5. Check the conformance between the as-built and the as-designed architectures.

One special kind of a target architecture is a security architecture which shows dataflow edges. When both the as-built and the as-designed architectures show dataflow edges, it is possible to analyze the conformance of an implementation to a Data Flow Diagram (DFD) used in security threat modeling [6].
6.4 Future Work

Future work could include three main directions. First, we need a formal proof of soundness. Second, we will consider making the analysis sensitive to the program’s control flow to minimize the number of false positives, thus increasing the precision of the extracted dataflow edges. Finally, we would like to conduct a thorough evaluation of the analysis on real and large Java programs.

6.5 Conclusion and Broader Impact

This work is a novel application of ownership types. We assume the presence of ownership domain annotations in the code. Our static analysis leverages these annotations to extract a hierarchical object graph with dataflow edges.

We informally described the analysis on one example and formalized it using constraint-based inference rules and conjectured that the analysis is sound. We implemented the analysis and tested it on several examples that showed that our analysis achieved better results than other static analyses that perform on top of plain Java programs that do not have annotations. The extracted graphs were useful because they made certain dataflows in the program visually obvious.

Our analysis extracts additional information from code that could potentially be useful for developers. Another application would involve analyzing conformance between an implementation and a target security architecture which shows dataflow information. Additionally, the dataflow edges shown on our object graphs can be potentially useful for developers performing code modification tasks. They can assist in locating where to implement a code change and what program’s entities may be directly and indirectly affected by the implemented change.
Appendix A

BankingSystem

In this chapter, we show the abstract interpretation of the BankingSystem. The system is discussed in Aldrich and Chambers [8].
Figure A.1: Abstractly interpreting the program, starting with the root class System.

Figure A.2: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Map.
public class System<OWNER> {

    public void run() {
        final Branch<BRANCHES, CUSTOMERS> branch1 = new Branch...();
        analyze(branch1, [Branch::DOMCUSTOMER → system.CUSTOMERS, Branch::OWNER → system.BRANCHES],
                recv → system.BRANCHES.branch1, Othis → system)
        // continue to Fig A.5
        // Analyze the constructor of branch when analyzing the class Branch
        ...
    }
}

Figure A.4: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): System.
Branch::DOMCUSTOMER \(\rightarrow\) system.CUSTOMERS, Branch::OWNER \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES

recv \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1

O_{this} \(\rightarrow\) system

// The context info ([I], this, and O_{this}) are associated with a class in case of analyzing
// object allocation stmts, or with methods in case of analyzing method invocation stmts.
// To avoid confusion, I always put them on top of the class, and I never analyzed more than
// one class or one method per each figure.

public class Branch<OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> {

public String<SHARED> name;

private Map<OWNER, String<SHARED>, Teller<TELLERS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER>> tellers = new Map...();

analyze(tellers, [Map::DOMKEY \(\rightarrow\) SHARED,
Map::DOMVALUE \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS, Map::OWNER \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED],
recv \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.tellers, O_{this} \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1)

// The analysis of class Map is similar to Fig A.2 and is omitted for brevity

private Map<OWNER, String<SHARED>, Vault<VAULTS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER>> vaults = new Map...();

analyze(vaults, [Map::DOMKEY \(\rightarrow\) SHARED,
Map::DOMVALUE \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS, Map::OWNER \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED],
recv \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.vaults, O_{this} \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1)

// The analysis is similar to Fig A.2 and is omitted for brevity
// continue to Fig A.6
...

Figure A.5: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Branch.
public class System<OWNER> {
  ...
  public void run() {
    ...
    branch1.setName("Squirrel Hill");
  }
}

Figure A.6: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): System.
System::CUSTOMERS \rightarrow \text{system.CUSTOMERS}, \text{System::BRANCHES} \rightarrow \text{system.BRANCHES}, \text{System::OWNER} \rightarrow \text{SHARED}\]

```
recv \rightarrow \text{system}
```

```
O_{this} \rightarrow \text{system}
```

public class System<OWNER> {

... public void addBranch(Branch<BRANCHES, CUSTOMERS> branch) {

```
this.branches.put(branch.getName(), branch);
```

```
// analyze branch.getName()
```

```
O\text{Object}(\text{system.BRANCHES}.\text{branch1, Branch<system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS>}) \in
```

```
\text{lookup}(\text{system.BRANCHES, Branch})
```

```
// the return type of branch.getName() is in domain SHARED
```

```
analyze(branch.getName(), [\text{Branch::DOMCUSTOMER} \rightarrow \text{system.CUSTOMERS}, \text{Branch::OWNER} \rightarrow \text{system.BRANCHES}])
```

```
recv \rightarrow \text{system.BRANCHES}.\text{branch1, O_{this} \rightarrow \text{system}}
```

```
O\text{Edge}(\text{system.BRANCHES}.\text{branch1, system})\quad (E2)
```

```
analyze(\text{branches.put(...), [Map::DOMKEY} \rightarrow \text{SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE} \rightarrow \text{system.BRANCHES, Map::OWNER} \rightarrow \text{system, Map::VPARAMS..} \rightarrow \text{system.CUSTOMERS}] ,
```

```
recv \rightarrow \text{system.OWNED.branches, O_{this} \rightarrow \text{system}}
```

```
O\text{Edge}(\text{system, system.OWNED.branches})\quad (E3)
```

```
// continue to Fig A.8
```

```
}
```

Figure A.7: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): System.

```
K = \text{String, V = Branch}
```

```
public class Map<OWNER, K<\text{DOMKEY, KPARAMS..}>, V<\text{DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..}>> {
```

```
K<\text{DOMKEY, KPARAMS..} > key;
```

```
V<\text{DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..} > value;
```

```
@\text{Dataflow(key} \rightarrow \text{recv, val} \rightarrow \text{recv)}
```

```
public void put(K<\text{DOMKEY, KPARAMS..} > key, V<\text{DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..} > val) {...}
```

```
// is this necessary?, val \rightarrow this because val is a field, it can be inferred
```

```
O\text{Object}(\text{system.BRANCHES}.\text{branch1, Branch<system.BRANCHES, VPARAMS..>}) \in
```

```
\text{lookup}(\text{Branch<system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS>})
```

```
O\text{Edge}(\text{system.BRANCHES}.\text{branch1, system.OWNED.branches})\quad (E4)
```

```
// continue to Fig A.9
```

```
}
```

Figure A.8: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Map.
```
  public class System<OWNER> {
    ...
    // Two edges associated with addTeller method call
    Teller<Branch::TELLERS, BRANCHES, CUSTOMERS> teller11 = branch1.addTeller("Jane");
    analyze(branch1.addTeller("Jane"),
    [Branch::DOMCUSTOMER -> system.CUSTOMERS, Branch::OWNER -> system.BRANCHES]
    [recv -> system.BRANCHES.branch1, Othiis -> system])
    // duplicate edges
    OEdge(system, system.BRANCHES.branch1)
    OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1, system)
    // continue to Fig A.10
    ...
  }
```

Figure A.9: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): System.
public class Branch<OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> {
  ... 
  public Teller<TELLERS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> addTeller(String<SHARED> name) {
    OObject(system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS.teller, 
             Teller<system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS, system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS>) (O6)
    Teller<TELLERS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> teller = new Teller(this);
    analyze(teller, [Teller::DOMBRANCH ↦ system.BRANCHES, Teller::DOMCUSTOMER ↦ system.CUSTOMERS, 
                     Teller::OWNER ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS],
              recv ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS.teller, Othis ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1) (E6)
    OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1, system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS.teller) (E5)
    //teller.setName(name);
    teller.name = name;
    analyze(teller.name, [Teller::DOMBRANCH ↦ system.BRANCHES, Teller::DOMCUSTOMER ↦ system.CUSTOMERS, 
                          Teller::OWNER ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS],
             recv ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS.teller, Othis ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1) (E6)
    // duplicate edge
    OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1, system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.tellers)
    this.tellers.put(name, teller);
    analyze(tellers.put(name, teller), [Map::DOMKEY ↦ SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS, 
                                        Map::VPARAMS.. ↦ {system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS}, Map::OWNER ↦ system.BRANCHES.OWNED],
            recv ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.tellers, Othis ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1) (E6)
    // continue to Fig A.11
    return teller;
  }
  ...
public class Map<OWNER, K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..>, V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..>> {
  K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..> key;
  V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..> value;
  @Dataflow(key ↦→ recv, val ↦→ recv)
  public void put(K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..> key, V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..> val) {...}
}

Figure A.11: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Map.

Figure A.12: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): System.
public class Branch<OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> {
    ...
    public Vault<VAULTS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> addVault(String<SHARED> name) {
        OObject(system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault,
        Vault<system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS, system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS>) (07) 40
        Vault<VAULTS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> vault = new Vault(this);
        analyze(vault, [Vault::DOMBRANCH ↦→ system.BRANCHES, Vault::DOMCUSTOMER ↦→ system.CUSTOMERS, 
                         Vault::OWNER ↦→ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS],
                         O(this) → system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vaults),
        OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1, system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault) (E8) 42
        // continue to Fig A.14
        ...
    }
    ...
}

Figure A.13: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Branch.

public class Vault<OWNER, DOMBRANCH, DOMCUSTOMER> {
    ...
    OObject(system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED.deposits,
    Map<system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED, system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS>) (08) 44
    Map<OWNER, String<SHARED>, Double<SHARED>> deposits = new Map...();
    analyze(deposits, [Map::DOMKEY ↦→ SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE ↦→ SHARED, 
                        Map::OWNER ↦→ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED],
                        O(this) → system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED.deposits, 
                        O(this) → system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault) [45]
    // analysis of class Map is omitted.
    // continue to Fig A.15
    ...
}

Figure A.14: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Vault.
public class Branch<OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> {
    ...
    public Vault<VAULTS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> addVault(String<SHARED> name) {
        ...
        vault.setName(name);
        analyze(vault.setName(name),
            [Vault::DOMBRANCH ↦ system.BRANCHES, Vault::DOMCUSTOMER ↦ system.CUSTOMERS,
            Vault::OWNER ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS],
            recv ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault, Othis ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1])
        // duplicate edge
        OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1, system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault)
        this.vaults.put(name, vault);
        analyze(vaults.put(name, vault), [Map::DOMKEY ↦ SHARED,
            Map::DOMVALUE ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS, Map::OWNER ↦ system.BRANCHES.OWNED
            [recv ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.vaults, Othis ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1])
        // continue to Fig A.16
        OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1, system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.vaults) (E9)
        // continue to Fig A.16
        return vault;
    }
    ...
}

Figure A.15: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Branch.
Figure A.16: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Map.
public class System<OWNER> {
    ... // Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): System.

    public class Customer<OWNER, DOMBRANCH> {
        ... // Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Customer.
    }

    ...
Figure A.19: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): System.
public class Map<OWNER, K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..>, V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..>> {
    K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..> key;
    V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..> value;
    @Dataflow(key ↦→ recv, val ↦→ recv)
    public void put(K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..> key, V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..> val) {...}
    OObject(system.CUSTOMERS.customer11, Customer<system.CUSTOMERS, VPARAMS..>) ∈ lookup(Customer<system.CUSTOMERS, system.BRANCHES>)
    OEdge(system.CUSTOMERS.customer11, system.OWNED.customers) (E14) 62
    // continue to Fig A.21
    ...
}

Figure A.20: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Map.
Figure A.21: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): System.
Figure A.22: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Customer.
public class Map<OWNER, K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..>, V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..>> {
    K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..> key;
    V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..> value;

    @Dataflow(key ↦→ recv, val ↦→ recv)
    public void put(K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..> key, V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..> val) {...}

    public class System<OWNER> {
        public void run() {
            ... customer11.makeDeposit(5000.00);

            // duplicate edge
            OEdge(system, system.CUSTOMERS.customer11, system.CUSTOMERS.customer11)
        }
    }
}

Figure A.23: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Map.

Figure A.24: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): System.
public class Customer<OWNER, DOMBRANCH> {
    ... 
    public void makeDeposit(Double<SHARED> deposit) {
        CustomerAgent<AGENTS, OWNER, DOMBRANCH> customerAgent = selectAgent();
        analyze(this.selectAgent(),
            [Customer::DOMBRANCH ↦ system.BRANCHES, Customer::OWNER ↦ system.CUSTOMERS])
        [recv ↦ system.CUSTOMERS.customer11, Othis ↦ system.CUSTOMERS.customer11]
        // self edge
        // continue to Fig A.26
        ... 
    }
    ... 
}

Figure A.25: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Customer.
public class Customer<DOMBRANCH, OWNER> {

  
  public CustomerAgent<AGENTS, OWNER, DOMBRANCH> selectAgent() {
    CustomerAgent<AGENTS, OWNER, DOMBRANCH> customerAgent = null;
    Enumeration<SHARED, String<SHARED>> keys = agents.keys();
    analyze(agents.keys(), [Map::DOMKEY // SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE // system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS,
      Map::VPARAMS.. // {system.CUSTOMERS, system.BRANCHES},
      Map::OWNER // system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.OWNED]
    recv // system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.OWNED.agents,
    Othis // system.CUSTOMERS.customer11])
    String<SHARED> key = null;
    while (keys.hasMoreElements()) {
      key = keys.nextElement();
      break;
    }
    if (key != null) {
      customerAgent = agents.get(key);
      analyze(agents.get(key), [Map::DOMKEY // SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE // system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS,
        Map::VPARAMS.. // {system.CUSTOMERS, system.BRANCHES},
        Map::OWNER // system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.OWNED]
      recv // system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.OWNED.agents,
      Othis // system.CUSTOMERS.customer11])
      // duplicate edges
      OEdge(system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.OWNED.agents, system.CUSTOMERS.customer11)
      OEdge(system.CUSTOMERS.customer11, system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.OWNED.agents)
      // continue to Fig A.27
      return customerAgent;
    }
  }
```

Figure A.26: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Customer.
[Map::DOMKEY ↦ SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE ↦ system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS,
Map::VPARAMS.. ↦ {system.CUSTOMERS, system.BRANCHES},
Map::OWNER ↦ system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.OWNED]
recv ↦ system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.OWNED.agents
K = String, V = CustomerAgent

public class Map<OWNER, K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..>, V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..>> {
    owned<SHARED, AGENTS<OWNER, DOMBRANCH>>
    K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..> key;
    V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..> value;
    public void put(K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..> key, V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..> val) {...}
    @Dataflow(recv ↦ value)
    public V<DOMVALUE, VPARAMS..> get(K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..> key) {...}
    OObject(system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS.customerAgent111, CustomerAgent<system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS, Map::VPARAMS..>) ∈
    lookup(CustomerAgent<system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS, Map::VPARAMS..>)
    OEdge(system...customer11.OWNED.agents, system...AGENTS.customerAgent111) (E20)
    // continue to Fig A.28
    public Enumeration<K<DOMKEY, KPARAMS..>> keys() {...}
}

Figure A.27: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Map.
[Customer::DOMBRANCH \rightarrow system.BRANCHES, Customer::OWNER \rightarrow system.CUSTOMERS]

recv \rightarrow system.CUSTOMERS.customer11

O_{this} \rightarrow system

public class Customer<OWNER, DOMBRANCH> {
... public void makeDeposit(Double<SHARED> deposit) {
... if (customerAgent != null) {
  customerAgent.acceptDeposit(deposit);
  // lookup customerAgent
  analyze(customerAgent.acceptDeposit(deposit), [CustomerAgent::DOMCUSTOMERS \rightarrow system.CUSTOMERS,
  CustomerAgent::DOMBRANCH \rightarrow system.BRANCHES, CustomerAgent::OWNER \rightarrow
  system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS], recv \rightarrow system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS.customerAgent111,
  O_{this} \rightarrow system.CUSTOMERS.customer11])
  // Revisited lookup:
  // is this an edge from customer11 to customerAgent111?
  // but customerAgent is not in OObject, customerAgent111 is.
  // is customerAgent a customerAgent111? Yes
  // remember customerAgent and customerAgent111 are
  // two objects of the same type in the same domain.
  // TODO: update the rules accordingly, look for types

  OObject(system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS.customerAgent111,
  CustomerAgent<system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS, system.CUSTOMERS, system.BRANCHES>) \in
  lookup(CustomerAgent<system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS, system.CUSTOMERS, system.BRANCHES>)
  OEdge(system.CUSTOMERS.customer11, system...AGENTS.customerAgent111) (E21) 79
  // continue to Fig A.29
  }
...}

Figure A.28: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Customer.
public class System<OWNER> {
    ...
    public void run() {
        ...
        customerAgent111.doTransaction(branch1);
        analyze(customerAgent111.doTransaction(branch1),
        [CustomerAgent::DOMCUSTOMERS ↞→ system.CUSTOMERS,
        CustomerAgent::DOMBRANCH ↞→ system.BRANCHES,
        CustomerAgent::OWNER ↞→ system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS])
        [recv ↞→ system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS.customerAgent111,
        Othis ↞→ system])
        // duplicate edge
        OEdge(system, system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS.customerAgent111)
        // continue to Fig A.30
        ...
    }
}

Figure A.29: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): System.

public class CustomerAgent<DOMCUSTOMER, DOMBRANCH> {
    private Customer<DOMCUSTOMER, DOMBRANCH> customer;
    private String<SHARED> name;
    private Double<SHARED> deposit;
    public void doTransaction(final Branch<DOMBRANCH, DOMCUSTOMER> branch) {
        // Active teller assigned to customer
        Teller<branch.TELLERS, DOMBRANCH, DOMCUSTOMER> lteller = branch.getActiveTeller();
        analyze(lteller.getActiveTeller(),
        [Branch::DOMCUSTOMER ↞→ system.CUSTOMERS, Branch::OWNER ↞→ system.BRANCHES]
        [recv ↞→ system.BRANCHES.branch1, Othis ↞→ system.CUSTOMERS...customer11.AGENTS.customerAgent111])
        // continue to Fig A.31
        ...
    }
}

Figure A.30: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): CustomerAgent.
[Branch::DOMCUSTOMER ↦ system.CUSTOMERS, Branch::OWNER ↦ system.BRANCHES]
recv ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1
Othis ↦ system.CUSTOMERS.customer11.AGENTS.customerAgent111
public class Branch<OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> {
...
public Teller<TELLERS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> getActiveTeller() {

Teller<TELLERS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> teller = null;
Enumeration<SHARED, String<SHARED>> keys = tellers.keys();
analyze(tellers.keys(),
[Map::DOMKEY ↦ SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS,
Map::VPARAMS.. ↦ {system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS}, Map::OWNER ↦ system.BRANCHES.OWNED]
recv ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.tellers, Othis ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1) 83

// analyze map omitted
String<SHARED> key = null;
while (keys.hasMoreElements()) {
  key = keys.nextElement();
  break;
} if (key != null) {
  teller = tellers.get(key);
  analyze(tellers.get(key),
  [Map::DOMKEY ↦ SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS,
  Map::VPARAMS.. ↦ {system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS}, Map::OWNER ↦ system.BRANCHES.OWNED]
recv ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.tellers, Othis ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1) 85
// duplicate edges
OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.tellers, system.BRANCHES.branch1) (E23) 84
// analysis of Map will result with the edge
OEdge(system...branch1.OWNED.tellers, system...branch1.TELLERS.teller) (E24) 86
}
return teller;
  // continue to Fig A.32
...
public class CustomerAgent<DOMCUSTOMER, DOMBRANCH> {
    ...
    public void doTransaction(final Branch<DOMBRANCH, DOMCUSTOMER> branch) {
        ...
        if (lteller != null)
            // lookup lteller, we have teller
            OObject(system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS.teller, Teller<system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS, ...>)
        << lookup(Teller<system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS, ...>)
        lteller.acceptDeposit(this.getCustomerID(), this.getDeposit());
        analyze(lteller.acceptDeposit(...),
        [Teller::DOMBRANCH ↦ system.BRANCHES, Teller::DOMCUSTOMER ↦ system.CUSTOMERS,
        Teller::OWNER ↦ system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS],
        recv ↦ system...TELLERS.teller, O,this ↦ system...customerAgent111]) [87]
        OEdge(system.CUSTOMERS...customerAgent111, system...branch1.TELLERS.teller) (E25) [88]
        // continue to Fig A.33
    }
    }

Figure A.32: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): CustomerAgent.
Figure A.33: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Teller.
[Branch::DOMCUSTOMER \(\rightarrow\) system.CUSTOMERS, Branch::OWNER \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES]

recv \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1

\(O_{this} \rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS.teller

public class Branch<OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> {
  ...
  public Vault<VAULTS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> getActiveVault() {
    Vault<VAULTS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> vault = null;
    Enumeration<SHARED, String<SHARED>> keys = vaults.keys();
    analyze(vaults.keys(),
        [Map::DOMKEY \(\rightarrow\) SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS,
          Map::VPARAMS.. \(\rightarrow\) {system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS}, Map::OWNER \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.OWNED]
        recv \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.vaults, \(O_{this} \rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1) [91]
    // analyze map omitted
    if (key != null) {
      vault = vaults.get(key);
      analyze(vaults.get(key),
        [Map::DOMKEY \(\rightarrow\) SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS,
          Map::VPARAMS.. \(\rightarrow\) {system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS}, Map::OWNER \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.OWNED]
        recv \(\rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.vaults, \(O_{this} \rightarrow\) system.BRANCHES.branch1) [93]
      // duplicate edges
      OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1, system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.vaults)
      OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.vaults, system.BRANCHES.branch1)
      // analysis of Map is similar to Fig A.27, and results with the following edge
      OEdge(system...branch1.OWNED.vaults, system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault) (E28) [94]
    }
    return vault;
    // continue to Fig A.35
  }
  ...
}

Figure A.34: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Branch.
Figure A.35: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Teller.
```java
public class Vault<OWNER, DOMBRANCH, DOMCUSTOMER> {
    ...
    public void deposit(String<SHARED> customerID, Double<SHARED> deposit) {
        Double<SHARED> balance = deposits.get(customerID);
        analyze(deposits.get(customerID),
                [Map::DOMKEY ↦→ SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE ↦→ SHARED,
                 Map::OWNER ↦→ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED]
                [recv ↦→ system...OWNED.deposits, Othis ↦→ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault])
        OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED.deposits,
              system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault) (E30)
        OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault, system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED.deposits) (E31)
        if (balance == null) {
            balance = new Double(0.0);
        }
        if (balance != null) {
            Double<SHARED> currValue = balance.doubleValue();
            currValue += deposit;
            Double<SHARED> newBalance = new Double(currValue);
            deposits.put(customerID, newBalance);
            analyze(deposits.put(customerID, newBalance),
                    [Map::DOMKEY ↦→ SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE ↦→ SHARED,
                     Map::OWNER ↦→ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED]
                    [recv ↦→ system...OWNED.deposits, Othis ↦→ system...VAULTS.vault])
            OEdge(system...branch1.VAULTS.vault, system...VAULTS.vault.OWNED.deposits)
            // analyse Map omitted, results with no edges
            // duplicate edge
            OEdge(system...branch1.VAULTS.vault, system...VAULTS.vault.OWNED.deposits)
        }
        // continue to Fig A.37
    }
    ...
```

Figure A.36: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Vault.
public class System<OWNER> {
    ...
    public void run() {
        ...
        // Run reports
        branch1.doReport();
        analyze(branch1.doReport(),
        [Branch::DOMCUSTOMER \rightarrow system.CUSTOMERS, Branch::OWNER \rightarrow system.BRANCHES]
        recv \rightarrow system.BRANCH.branch1, O_{this} \rightarrow system]
        101
        // continue to Fig A.38
        ...
    }
}

Figure A.37: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): System.
[Branch::DOMCUSTOMER 🔄 system.CUSTOMERS, Branch::OWNER 🔄 system.BRANCHES]

recv 🔄 system.BRANCHES.branch1

Othis 🔄 system.BRANCHES.branch1

public class Branch<OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> {
    ...

    public void doReport() {
        System.out.println("Report");

        Enumeration<SHARED, String<SHARED>> keys = vaults.keys();

        analyze(vaults.keys(),
                [Map::DOMKEY 🔄 SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE 🔄 system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS,
                 Map::VPARAMS.. 🔄 {system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS}, Map::OWNER 🔄 system.BRANCHES.OWNED]
                recv 🔄 system...OWNED.vaults, Othis 🔄 system.BRANCHES.branch1)

        // duplicate edges

        OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1, system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.vaults)
        OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.vaults, system.BRANCHES.branch1)

        // analyzing Map is omitted

        String<SHARED> key = null;
        while (keys.hasMoreElements()) {
            key = keys.nextElement();

            Vault<VAULTS, OWNER, DOMCUSTOMER> vault = vaults.get(key);

            analyze(vaults.get(key),
                    [Map::DOMKEY 🔄 SHARED, Map::DOMVALUE 🔄 system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS,
                     Map::VPARAMS.. 🔄 {system.BRANCHES, system.CUSTOMERS}, Map::OWNER 🔄 system.BRANCHES.OWNED]
                    recv 🔄 system...OWNED.vaults, Othis 🔄 system.BRANCHES.branch1)

            // duplicate edges

            OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1, system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.vaults)
            OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1.OWNED.vaults, system.BRANCHES.branch1)

            vault.doReport();

            analyze(vault.doReport(),
                    [Vault::DOMBRANCH 🔄 system.BRANCHES, Vault::DOMCUSTOMER 🔄 system.CUSTOMERS,
                     Vault::OWNER 🔄 system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS])

            recv 🔄 system...VAULTS.vault, Othis 🔄 system.BRANCHES.branch1)

        } // continue to Fig A.39
    }
}

Figure A.38: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Branch.
Vault::DOMBRANCH ↦→ system.BRANCHES, Vault::DOMCUSTOMER ↦→ system.CUSTOMERS,
Vault::OWNER ↦→ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS]
recv ↦→ system.BRANCHES.branch1.TELLERS.vault
Othis ↦→ system.BRANCHES.branch1

public class Vault<OWNER, DOMBRANCH, DOMCUSTOMER> {
  ...
  public void doReport() {
    System.out.println("Report for Vault " + name);
    Enumeration<SHARE, String<SHARE>> keys = deposits.keys();
    analyze(deposits.keys(),
    [Map::DOMKEY ⇔ SHARE, Map::DOMVALUE ⇔ SHARE,
    Map::OWNER ⇔ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED]
    recv ⇔ system...OWNED.deposits, Othis ⇔ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault)
    OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED.deposits,
    system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault) (E21)
    String<SHARE> key = null;
    while (keys.hasMoreElements()) {
      key = keys.nextElement();
      Double<SHARE> deposit = deposits.get(key);
      analyze(deposits.get(key),
      [Map::DOMKEY ⇔ SHARE, Map::DOMVALUE ⇔ SHARE,
      Map::OWNER ⇔ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED]
      recv ⇔ system...OWNED.deposits, Othis ⇔ system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault)
      // duplicate edges
      OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED.deposits,
      system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault)
      OEdge(system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault,
      system.BRANCHES.branch1.VAULTS.vault.OWNED.deposits)
      System.out.println("Customer: " + key + " Balance: " +
      Double.toString(deposit.doubleValue()));
    }
  }
}

Figure A.39: Abstractly interpreting the program (continued): Vault.
Appendix B

Errata

This appendix lists some errors in Rawshdeh’s M.S. thesis of the same title, some of which are fixed in this technical report:

- Fixed formal syntax (Fig. 3.1):
  
  - n ranges over values and variable names, not domain names;
  
  - Constructor takes $\overline{r}$ arguments;
  
  - Separate overbars $\overline{T}$ for field declarations;

- OWNED is a private domain, DATA is public (Fig. 2.10);

- The labeling of dataflow edges is inconsistent—class name vs. variable names;

- The approximation relation $\sim$ is undefined (Section 3.4);
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